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Dear Archery Focus magazine,
My father was Keith Burns and as far back as I can
remember he had two great hobbies. One was art and
the other was archery. He had us all in the back yard
shooting at the 10 yard bunny targets in the early 60’s.
In 1967 he opened the first and, for all I know, the only
archery shop in Sumter, South Carolina. Unfortunately
the following year he had to go to Viet Nam. The shop
closed, but his bow went with him. He sent back many
pictures of himself and fascinated Vietnamese children
hanging around him as he tried to shoot. After that
tour we all went off to Europe where his artwork
merged with his archery and he did these cartoons. I
have no idea where the thoughts came from but, knowing the archery community I’m sure that he was never
short of funny material. My father was killed in a car
accident in 1974. In a fitting sense he was returning
from an archery tournament when he had the accident.
These cartoons were packed away and forgotten for
twenty years and I just recently ran across them. I hope
that you enjoy them as I have enjoyed reliving them.
Mathew Burns

Jonathon, the French say that thee are taking all the sport out of it!

For More Keith Burns cartoons,
turn to page 9. Ed.
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We Get Letters!
W

e are grateful to all of you who write, email, fax, or call in with your
feedback. It’s what makes Archery Focus magazine work. Those suggestions and conversations get turned into articles, so keep ‘em coming.
Do you shoot with someone who really has something to say about
archery? Send them our way. They don’t have to be a good writer, just have
something to say that will help somebody else become a better archer. Steve
will get it all cleaned up and grammatical and all that stuff. That’s his job. So
when your target buddy is waxing poetic about the nuances of arrow flight,
have him give us a call.

W

e want you to meet our new production assistant, Shannon Volheim.
Shannon just earned her NAA Level II Coaches Certificate, so in addition to running the circulation desk, proofreading and assisting AF production; she’s a private coach and is starting a local JOAD program. We are very
(very!) glad to have her able assistance and sunny disposition around.
We hope you enjoy the cartoons of Keith Burns. We did. We also have
new AF writer Randy Tucker.
So, go ahead and imagine your name in the table of contents. This magazine is a collaborative effort and we’d love to hear from you.

Subscriptions
One year (6 issues) subscription rate is US$20,
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley,
CA 95949-9630. International prices upon
request. Please phone 800.671.1140 or fax
530.477.8384 for subscription rates.
Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to:
Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630
Fax 530.477.8384
The views published within this publication are those of the contributing writers
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature Press,
Inc. of Nelsonville, Wisconsin..

Cover Photo by Ty Pelfrey
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Rick McKinney

The Elite Archer

Coaches
As an elite archer and potential Olympian, it is
important to get good support. This requires choosing the right coach that will enhance your goal of
becoming the best athlete at the Olympic Trials and
at the Games.

A

t first glance choosing a coach appears to be
fairly easy. Just chose the coach most archers
are using. After all, what does it really take to get
a coach to guide you through the rigorous trials
and tribulations of becoming that Olympic athlete? It is much harder than you imagine. As a
matter of fact, picking the right coach is probably one of the most difficult challenges athletes
have and probably one in which we fail more
than any other. Why is that? One major difficulty is that there are opportunists out there who
are hard to distinguish from the really good
coaches (who are not). These opportunists/
coaches will tell you
the reason you did not
do so well is because
you did not listen to
them. If you win, they
will tell you that you
finally listened to
them. If you have a coach like that right now,
run! Get away from them as fast as you can! You
are better off without a coach than a fake like
that! A coach is a tool. Utilize them as such. Your
coach should know that he is only one of many
resources you have and should be willing to do
whatever it takes to help you reach your goal.

yet has more impact than all the other coaching
put together. That is the beginning coach. Being
taught the proper basics is the very foundation of
becoming a champion. This coach comes in the
form of a mother, father, or JOAD coach at the
local archery lanes. It could be the owner of the
archery lanes. Eventually each serious archer
outgrows his beginning coach and needs more.
This usually is a crossroads for both the archer
and the coach. Egos often get in the way and
some coaches may not take it very well, therefore
it is important for the archer to be selfish and
move on. If not, you may never get much further
than being just a “good” archer. Good does not
meet Olympian requirements.

Y

our next coach might be a mentor or shooting buddy. This person shoots the tournaments and gives good sound advice from their
own experience. These
people are not really
coaches and yet they
pass on a lot of the
coaching ideas that
should be passed on.
You might learn how
to prepare for the tournament. You might train
together, learning how to compete while practicing. You might discuss events with your mentor
after the competition to understand why things
happened as they did, thus preparing for the
next event, progressing, and learning while
enjoying their archery. Eventually archers outgrow their mentors and need someone who can
offer more.
During this time archers often experience

“Being taught the proper
basics is the very foundation
of becoming a champion.”

A

thletes go through many levels of coaching
needs. The first level is fairly simplistic, but
a r c h e r y
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succeed in your dreams of
becoming an Olympian.
All you need is someone
who can get you over that
edge. They need to be
someone who you respect
and who respects you.
This coach needs to be
able to communicate to
you in “the right way.”
This coach needs to give
you the freedom to
explore while helping you
understand what you find
during your exploration.
It is very important to
find a coach who wants to
be a part of your team and
not be so dominant that you eventually become totally
dependent on them. Good coaches want you to be independent. I have yet to meet a champion who depended
on his coach 100%. Remember, the coach is a tool.
When something needs fixing, the coach should be there
to fix it or work with you to fix it. When there is no need
for fixing, the coach should be in the background watching and waiting for the moment the archer needs the
help.

frustration because they
are not progressing as
quickly as they think they
should. Patience may be a
virtue, but most elite athletes have very little of it!
This is a time when they
start seeking out help
from the non-archery
world. This could be a
sport psychologist, a
physical trainer, or a
nutritionist – maybe all of
them! Basically archers in
this phase are learning to
be more well-rounded.
Archery is not just shooting with good form. It is
shooting with good form under pressure, during extreme
weather conditions, and in foreign countries after having
eaten unfamiliar foods that can have an adverse affect on
the archer’s performance. Some archers learn what it
takes the hard way, while others get help from the professionals. Does it cost money? For some, yes. For others,
they have been able to get pro-bono help. While shoot-

“A coach is a tool.”

T

he key to anybody’s success is the people in the background. The coach is one of those that should be in
the background. The archer needs to find the right
coaches in order to help them achieve their goal of being
an elite archer and an Olympian.

ing for the Arizona State University archery team I was
able to get free help from all groups through the
University. Universities are great places to get the help
needed to continue progressing.

Rick McKinney is known as one of the world’s greatest
champions. He was born in Muncie, Indiana. His father
was a professional archer and managed a pro-shop there.
His mother and brothers were also archers.
Rick won the 1977, 1983, and 1985
World Championships. He won the US
national Target Championships nine
times, Field Championships six times,
Indoor Championships three times and
Collegiate national Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team). His
best score is 1352. Rick is currently
President of Carbon Tech, a manufacturer of arrows, in Sacramento, California.

U

sually during a time of growth and steady or rapid
progress, archers get hammered by people who want
to coach them. This is a fragile time because if you take
the wrong path, your goal may never be accomplished. It
is a real good idea to first meet with potential coaches to
find out if they are compatible with you. Personality
matches are critical. Look for someone who has similar
philosophies to yours. Look for someone that can make

“Your coach needs to be
someone who you respect
and who respects you.”
you feel good and is willing to work with you. If you are
a person who likes a lot of criticism, find a coach who is
good at that. If you are a person who likes a lot of praise,
then look for one who can give that to you. Don’t forget
that you already have 90% or more of what it takes to
a r c h e r y
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Steve Ruis with Pat Norris
Changing Wheels On Your Compound Bow

Compound Tech 300

A Wheel Swap
weight bow; and 2) if you go to a smaller wheel,
you get a shorter draw length and lower peak
weight bow. The rationale behind this is that you
would need to pull farther to roll over a larger
wheel (because there is more string wrapped
around it) and the larger wheel, when rolled over
would cause a greater deflection of the bow limb.
Realize that the top wheel on a two-wheel bow
causes the bottom limb to flex. The top wheel
rolling over causes the bus or other cable to pull
up on the bottom limb to which it is attached by
said cable(s). The bottom wheel/cam likewise
causes the top limb to flex.
Because the design of cams is so varied, it is
hard to make firm rules about them like we can
ou might have different reasons for making wheels (after all round wheels are, well, just
such a change: swapping round wheels for round). Cam designs are complicated by the difcams would make the bow faster, swapping cams ferences in the shape of the string cam and how
for round wheels makes the bow slower but draw it differs from the shape of the bus cable cam.
Even though I have my own bow press and
more smoothly. The most frequent swaps are for
different sizes of the same kind of eccentric. In don’t hesitate to take bows apart, making a cam
the “old days,” that is ten years ago in the rough- to wheel swap can be tricky, so I consulted the
ly 40 year history of the modern compound best bow mechanic in my area, Pat Norris. (Pat
bow, wheels were designed for different let-offs. has been taking compound bows apart since
before the bow press was
Early wheels could be
invented.) If you are
changed from about
considering such a mod50% let-off to 65% letification to a bow of
off by just using the
yours, I suggest you
other axle hole in the
consult an experienced
wheel. The amount of
bow mechanic, too. Be
let-off was determined
sure to check out the
simply by how far the
mechanic first. Get refaxle hole was from the
erences from knowlcenter of the wheel.
edgeable people. Pro
Some basic rules
shops are like automoapply to such wheel
bile shops, some have
swaps, such as 1) if you
good mechanics, some
go to a larger wheel you
don’t. I have done a lot
get a longer draw
length and higher peak I somehow managed to accumulate a number of extra wheel sets of work with Pat and I

There are any number of reasons why you might
want to put wheels on a bow different from the ones
that came with it. In my case I had acquired a used
Hoyt Superstar that had Command Cams on it.
While these are very mild cams, quite suitable for
target shooting, at 54 years of age I wanted a
smoother drawing bow that didn’t put quite so
much strain on my body drawing it. Cams make a
bow put out more energy, but you have to put it in.
The draw-force curve for most cams rises faster to
peak weight and stays longer at peak weight than
the same curve for a round wheel bow. Over the
150 or so shots made for a standard field round,
that’s quite a bit of effort.

Y

over the last ten years. SPR

a r c h e r y
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“You can’t really hurt the
bow if you stay within
factory specifications . . .”

Superstar, 47 lb peak weight,
20 lb holding weight (58% letoff ), 83⁄4˝ brace height, 421⁄2˝
axle-to-axle, 29˝ draw (adjustable to 31˝) with
Command Cams (see Fig. 1). Swapping to the round
wheels (A3 Accu Wheel, 3˝ diameter) was straight forward. Remove the axle clips, push the axle through, take
the cam out and put the wheel in, then reassemble. (At
this point, you may have to adjust the thickness of the
spacer(s) used if the wheel and cam are different thicknesses.) Putting the old string back on resulted in a poor
configuration. The brace height was now 10˝ and the
wheel clearly did not roll far enough when drawn (see Fig.
2 for wheel configuration). This is to be expected. The
amount of string two different wheels/cams take up is
bound to be different.
We then tried a different length string. The original
string was 571⁄2˝ long, so we tried a 581⁄2˝ string. What we

know how good he is. (I also
know he has a fair number of
customers who drive over 200
miles to have him work on their bows. Now that’s a recommendation!)

Making the Swap
I somehow had acquired quite a few wheel sets (see photo
on previous page) so I had a number of candidates. My
prime consideration was that I have enough draw length
to accommodate my 31˝ draw and that I didn’t lose or
gain a lot of draw weight. The best two candidates were
a set of PSE wheels and a set of Hoyt Accu Wheels. I
decided to go with the Accu Wheels, because I like being
Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 1 The original Command Cam.

able to adjust draw length without a bow press. Also the
PSE wheels were set up for steel cables and we would
need to make new cables.
Here are the specs on the original bow—1995? Hoyt

Fig. 3 The Accu Wheel is still rolled too little even with the longer string.
Note the black mark on the wheel and compare with Fig. 2.

got (see Fig. 3 for another close-up of the wheel configuration) was a bow with 10” brace height, 28˝ of draw, 421⁄2
lb of peak weight, 21 lb of holding weight (50% let-off ).
All of these specs are signs the string was still too short.
We next tried a 601⁄2˝ string (see Fig. 4 on the next page
for wheel configuration). We now had a bow with a 91⁄8˝
brace height, 291⁄4˝ of draw, 51 lb peak weight, 20 lb
holding weight (60% let-off ). This is just about the right
configuration. “You can’t really hurt the bow if you stay
within factory specifications,” was Pat’s comment. So,
just to be sure, we tried a 611⁄2˝ bow string. This yielded
a bow with 87⁄8˝ of brace, 57 lb of peak weight, 24 lb
holding (60% let-off ) and 30˝ of draw (see Fig. 5 on the
next page). We decided that a 601⁄2 to 61 inch string would

Fig. 2

Fig. 2 The Accu Wheel installed with the old string. The wheel is clearly
rolled too little. Note the large gap between the string and the cables.

Continued on the Next Page
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“. . . but you don’t really
know what you are going to
get until you put it together.”

have enough string that the
string completely wraps the
wheel. This results in a gap
between the wheel and the cables of 1⁄2 to 5⁄8 of an inch
(look at the wheel positions as we moved from the too
short string to longer and longer strings).

be best. The longer string can
be twisted to shorten it for
fine-tuning.
From this you can see that there are some basic rules
regarding string length. Longer strings raise peak weight,
increase draw length, and increase percent of let-off.
Shorter strings do the opposite. The key point is t31o
Fig. 4

Fig. 5
⁄ ˝ to 5⁄8˝

1
2

Fig. 4 Ah, just about right. Note the black mark on the wheel and that
the wheel where the string comes off is about 1⁄2˝ from the cables.

Fig. 5 The Accu Wheel is now rolled too little too far. Compare with the
previous figure.

a r c h e r y
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I

now had a bow that I could adjust to my draw length
easily, a bow that draws smoothly through the entire
draw cycle. Quite a few shooters customize their bows in
this fashion, but a word of caution is necessary—you
don’t really know what you are going to get until you put
it together. So, be careful and check specs as you go. The
result might just be a sweet shooting bow that no one else
has.

Pat Norris has shot for over 50 years and has made his living for over
thirty years enjoying and promoting all aspects of archery. Pat started
shooting with a recurve and changed to a compound in 1969 when
Jennings shooters started winning California tournaments by enough
points to prove the compound bow was an advantage.
Pat’s accomplishments include: Past Barebow National Class
Champion (1961), Past California State Champion Bowhunter Freestyle
Limited and Broadhead Champion, Member of the PAA 1967 – 1971,
NFAA life member, Past President California Bowman Hunters & State
Archers Association, Drafter of the Original NFAA Pro Division and
California State Director to the NFAA 1972-74. Life member and senior member of the California Big Game Club. Staff shooter for Martin
Archery. As a Bowhunter Pat has taken over two hundred big game animals. Many are listed in the California Big Game record books.

Steve Ruis is an archer who lives in Grass Valley, California and is the
Editor of This Magazine.

More Keith Burns Cartoons
Continued from Page 2
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Annette M. Musta

TM

Archery Fitness

Cardio Bursts

Cardiovascular conditioning is one of the three core
exercises necessary for a healthy body and a strong
archery shot. Unfortunately, cardiovascular conditioning is regularly ignored by archers and the population in general. One of the main excuses given
for skipping cardiovascular exercise is a lack of
time. While a sustained period of cardiovascular
exercise is preferred, benefits can be achieved with a
series of short duration, high intensity cardiovascular sessions called “Cardio Bursts™”.

C

ardiovascular exercise is categorized by four
criteria: mode, duration, frequency, and
intensity. The mode is the form of cardiovascular exercise. Example of popular modes are walking, running, bicycling, swimming . . . the list is
endless. The duration is the length of time spent
at target heart rate levels. Frequency is the number of cardiovascular exercise sessions per week.
Intensity is the cardiovascular workload commonly
measured by your target
heart rate. (Please see sidebar to determine your target heart rate.) Cardio
Bursts™ consists of different modes of exercise
performed for a short duration at high intensity
levels many times per week.
Cardio Bursts™ are ten to twelve minute
cardiovascular exercise sessions. Individuals new
to cardiovascular exercise or those scoring in the
“poor” category on the cardiovascular fitness test
can start out with one Cardio Burst three times
a week. Regular exercisers with higher levels of

conditioning can perform 2-4 Cardio Bursts™ a
day five to seven days a week. Since a Cardio
Burst is a self contained exercise completed in
10-12 minutes, anyone can fit them into a busy
daily routine. In other words, the “I don’t have
the time to exercise” excuse no longer works!
The Program
Cardio Bursts™ can be used separately or in
combination to form a cardiovascular conditioning program. The program can be tailored to the
individual’s interests and time constraints. Each
Burst takes 10-12 minutes to complete. A minimum warm-up and cool down is integrated into
each Burst. The Burst sessions described below
are intended for a moderately conditioned individual. Beginners should use the lowest indicated target heart rate and adjust the exercises
accordingly. Highly conditioned individuals should
aim for the upper target
heart range and adjust the
exercises accordingly. Refer
to the sidebar for guidelines
on intensity, frequency, and duration for each
level of conditioning. As always, you should get
your physician’s approval prior to beginning this
or any other exercise program.

“The ‘I don’t have the
time to exercise’ excuse
no longer works!”

a r c h e r y
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Cardio Burst Routines
Routine 1 - Walking
Start with one full minute of walking at a relaxed
pace to warm up. Alternate one minute of short,
fast strides at a fast pace with one minute of long
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Routine 5 - Hop, Skip, and Jump
Begin with one minute of marching in place while
pumping your arms. After the warm-up, alternate one
minute each of box jacks (modified jumping jacks, refer
to AFM fitness article, volume issue ), skipping (yes ,
just like when you were a child - it will be much more
difficult than you remember), and jumping rope (if you
do not have a jump rope, just simulate the movement).
Repeat the box jacks, skipping, and rope jumping two
more times. March in place for one minute for your cool
down.

strides at a fast pace for minutes 2-5. Walk normal strides
at a fast pace for minute 6. Repeat minutes 2-5 (alternate
short strides, fast pace and long strides, fast pace). Finish
up by walking one full minute at a relaxed pace with normal strides to cool down.
Routine 2 - Treadmill
Start at an easy elevation
(1.5%-2.5%). Walk for one
full minute at a relaxed pace
(moderate 2.5). At the one
minute mark, increase the
elevation to 3% and the
pace to 2.8-3.0. Starting at
the two minute mark and at
each minute mark up to 6
minutes, increase the elevation in 0.5 or 1.0 increments
and the pace by 0.2. At the 7 minute mark, start decreasing the elevation by 0.5 to 1.0 intervals and the pace by
0.2 intervals. Walk the last minute at 1.5% elevation and
2.5 pace.

Routine 6 - Triathlon
Start on an exercise bike, light resistance, moderate speed
for a warm-up. Increase the speed and the resistance to
achieve your target heart rate. Continue on the bike for
four more minutes. Immediately switch to a rowing
machine for 2-3 minutes. Use a moderate resistance setting to maintain your heart rate. After 2-3 minutes,
immediately switch to a treadmill. Set the pace and elevation necessary to maintain your heart rate. Complete 5
minutes on the treadmill at this rate. Reduce the treadmill to a 2.5 rate and a flat elevation for one minute to
cool down.

Routine 3 - Running
Start by jogging at a comfortable pace for
one minute. For the next eight minutes,
alternate a ten yard fast run with a twenty yard jog. Finish off with a one minute
comfortable jog or fast walk.

Routine 7 - Range Cardio
This routine is done on your standard outdoor FITA
archery range, field range, 3-D range, or an open field.
Start at the shooting line. Walk to the 70 meter line and
back at a brisk pace for a warm-up. Next, run to the 30
meter line and walk back. Run to the 50 meter line and
walk briskly back. Run to the 60 meter line and walk
briskly back. Run to the 70 meter line and walk briskly
back. Run to the 90 meter line and walk briskly back.
Repeat 1-2 times starting with the run to the 30 meter
line. Cool down on your walk back from the 90 meter
line.

Routine 4 - Circuit Strength
Warm up for one minute with a brisk
walk or march in place. Make sure you
pump your arms during the warm-up. To keep your
heart rate up, jog between stations or machines. If you
are performing the strength exercises at home with free
weights or weight machines, jog the length of your exercise room and back between sets.
Perform three sets of 8-10 reps of each
exercise with moderate weight (the
amount your can lift with proper form
to make 8-10 reps. Beginners should use
light weight (3-5 pounds) or no weight.
The strength exercises are: squats, stationary lunges, upright rows, bench
presses, bent over rows, and biceps curls.
Make sure you know and use the proper
form during each exercise. Cool down
for one minute with gentle stretches of
all the major muscles used.

Routine 8 - Playground
Start with a one minute
brisk walk to warm-up.
“Play” hopscotch for three
minutes. Perform 20 squat
thrusts. “Play” tag the wall (run to the other side of the
room and tag the wall and run back) or tag with an exercise partner for three minutes. Perform 20 squat thrusts.
Cool down with a walk around the room.
Continued on the Next Page
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Routine 9 - Aqua Burst
Walk the width of a pool in the shallow end for one
minute to warm up. Swim an “individual medley” (one
lap of each stroke you can swim - breast, back, free style,
and butterfly). Stop in chest deep water. Perform 40
jumping jacks, do not take your arms out of the water.
Swim an individual medley. Stop in chest deep water and
do 20-50 tuck jumps (while jumping underwater, bring
your legs to your chest). Swim an individual medley.
Walk the width of the shallow end of the pool to cool
down.

Sidebar One
Calculating Target Heart Rate
All cardiovascular exercise should raise your heart rate
to your “Target Heart Rate Zone” to be effective for
cardiovascular conditioning. Use the following formula to calculate your Target Heart Rate Zone (for
healthy adults). You will need a calculator and a
watch with a second hand.
First, take your resting heart rate. Take your pulse
while you are sitting down or before you exercise for
fifteen seconds at one of your pulse points. (Place two
fingers on the side of the neck directly under the jawbone). Count the number of beats you feel in fifteen
seconds. Multiply this number by 4 to calculate your
resting heart rate in beats per minute.
Second, use the following formula:
A. Take 220 – your current age
= Your Maximum Heart Rate
Maximum Heart Rate – your resting heart rate
= Reference Number
B. Multiply your reference number by 0.5
= Lower Limit Reference
Add your resting heart rate to the lower limit reference to find the low end of your Target Heart
Rate
C. Multiply your reference number from Step A
by 0.80 = Upper Limit Reference
Add your resting heart rate to this number to find
the upper end of your Target Heart Rate

Routine 10 - Bicycling
This routine can be performed on a regular bike or an
exercise bike. If using the exercise bike, progressively
increase the resistance until cool down. Start by cycling
at an easy pace on level ground. At the one minute mark,
increase speed for a 30 second burst. Return to a moderate pace for 2 minutes. Repeat the sequence 2-3 more
times. Return to an easy pace for a one minute cool
down.
Routine 11 - Variety Mode
Any mode of exercise can be made into a Cardio Burst.
Always start with a one minute warm-up and end with a
one minute cool down. Other Cardio Bursts™ include:
ten minutes of free style dance (put on your favorite
music and move), ten minutes of stair climbing (Start at
an easy pace, go up a flight and then go back down. Go
up two flights and go back down, continue adding
flights.. Conditioned athletes can continuously climb for
the entire ten minutes.), rollerblading (moderate pace
combined with sprints), or team sports like a ten minute
soccer match or a pickup game of basketball. The key is
to keep your beats per minute in your target heart range
for a full 8-10 minutes.

least 2-3 times a week. You should also stretch for a minimum of ten minutes a day, every day for a complete fitness program.

T

he above routines can be combined in any form. If
you have 40 minutes to exercise, combine three
Cardio BurstsTM with a quick whole body strength and
flexibility routine. If you are short on time, schedule one
Cardio BurstTM in the morning, one at lunch, and one in
the evening for a complete daily cardio workout. As you
increase the number of Bursts, you will notice an
improvement in your cardiovascular conditioning. As
your conditioning improves, remember to readjust your
target heart range. If you perform 2-3 Bursts a day, 4-6
days a week, you will also notice a decrease in your body
fat and your weight. In addition to the Cardio Bursts™,
you should perform a whole body strength routine at
a r c h e r y
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Sidebar Two
Cardio Burst Guidelines
* To calculate these Target Heart Rates, take the reference number in step “A” above and multiply by the
following numbers: 0.5 & 0.6 for the beginner range,
0.6 & 0.7 for the moderate range, and 0.7 & 0.8 for
the conditioned range. The resulting number is the
number of beats per minute your should aim for
while performing a Burst. To monitor heart rate
while exercising, use a heart rate monitor or take your
pulse every 3 minutes.

Beginner (Poor-to-Fair Cardio Test Results)
Never exercises or exercises infrequently
Moderate (Fair-to-Good Cardio Test Results)
Exercises 2-3 times a week at Target Heart Rate
Conditioned (Excellent Cardio Test Results)
Exercises strenuously 4-7 times a week
Number of Number of
Target
Bursts/Day Sessions/Week Heart Rate
Beginner
1-2
1-3
50%-60%*
Moderate
2-3
2-5
60%-70%*
Conditioned 3-5
4-7
70%-80%*

Annette Musta is a certified personal trainer who owns and operates her own business, ARH Sports and Fitness in Pensylvania. She has been shooting for 24 years,
but not seriously (she says) until the last five years. She has been a professional ballet dancer (which is why she is known around the ARCO Training Center as “the
dancer”) and is currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school age children with
athletes training for international competition.
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at www.archeryfocus.com
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• No overseas postage!
• No delays for overseas shipping!
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Alan Rudolf

Recurve Tech 100

Getting More Bang —
— For Your Archery Buck
You can call it creative cheapness, scrounging, or
adapting, but saving a few bucks for your archery
program has its rewards. These suggestions may save
enough to allow you to upgrade the equipment of
your recreational archery program at your school,
camp, or club. They are based on my almost twenty years of camp experience and most are geared to
outdoor facilities. There are three basic strategies:
make it yourself, make it last, or buy it cheaply.

T

here’s an element of fun in “doing it on the
cheap.” My creations often produce serviceable, but ugly, tackle or adapt something made
for another purpose. (I’ve had several “Aha!”
moments while wandering in hardware or
“Dollar Stores” after discovering something I
could use on the range). As a former municipal
recycling coordinator, I am used to spotting reuse opportunities. I call my creations “Mickey
Mouse Enterprises” projects. Work with your
maintenance department or your students, to
help make these creations. But realistically,
expect to do most of the work yourself.
Kids love to use belt quivers. I find them distracting and awkward. But they help avoid
injuries when a student trips and reduces their
tendencies to wave arrows around and the
chance of poking someone else in the eye. Some
simple if inelegant belt quivers could be made
from plastic tennis balls cans, capped PVC pipe
or the golf club tubes plugged with a short
length of dowel nailed in the bottom and
attached to a belt clip or metal shower curtain
hook.
A wire-bending jig can produce cheap
ground quivers. I made some super-cheap temporary ones for visitors to
our camp’s tournament by
duct-taping sharp sticks or
broken arrows to tennis ball
cans – nothing pretty, but
functional. I’ve also seen

cans or pipe nailed to 2x4’s or squares of plywood, but be careful about students tripping
over them. In the interest of both safety and
longevity of the equipment, don’t let students
put the arrows or bows on the ground. My
neighbors in the tennis program provided a case
of empty plastic tennis ball cans that I use for
arrow storage. (The cans are a little short, so I
removed bottoms from some of them with an
box cutter knife, slit the sides and taped them
over others to make them taller.)
I avoid ground quivers with a hook that
holds the bow: they cost more and the bows fall
off. The bows also get scratched or warped when
the limbs sit in the wet grass and kids can trip
over the bow tips. I prefer using a bow rack: I
pirated a design from an archery shop using twoinch PVC pipe stock (Thanks, Rochester
Hollow Grinder/Archery Excellence!). Cut two
four-foot sections, drilling them in the middle
for a bolt, making an “X” for the rack’s sides.
Connect a pair of these with two more PVC
pipes about six feet long for side rails using rightangle adapters. PVC glue works pretty well to
hold it together. I tie a nylon rope or chain
between the rails to maintain the proper width
(depending on bow length) and then the rack
can be folded for storage. Cover the cross bars
with cheap non-skid rubberized shelf covering
(one of many chic “Dollar Store” items). Foam
rubber would also work. As long as no one tries
to swing on the rack, the design works out well.
It also keeps the bows off the ground and moves
the archers away from the shooting line when
they are done. You can execute the same design
in wood or with metal pipes. I also hang a
(Dollar Store) clothespin
bag on the rope for repair
equipment, finger tabs, and
other gear.
There are other examples of good items coming

“My creations often
produce serviceable,
but ugly, tackle.”
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ed students. I’ve found
that kids like to suck on
them, unfortunately –
especially the red ones.
(Cherry flavor? I doubt
it, but they seem to
think so.)
I have used armguards with Velcro
along the whole strap,
not just at the end) and
ones with “camper
proof ” pull-straps that
work well. They both
adjust easily and the fasteners don’t fall off (the
hardware on other styles
is a real pain to replace.
Even if you find the
clasps, you still have to
re-thread them with the elastic straps.). Archers can just
slide their arm into the pull-tab armguard and adjust the
straps easily without unfastening them. I’ve made finger
slings from scrap leather and from rubber “O” rings with
elastic hair ties between them. I’ve seen shoe laces tied
into about a six-inch loop: they are wrapped twice
around the thumb, then twice around the index or middle finger, and reportedly work especially well on fingers
that are too small for conventional commercial finger
slings. My guess is that flat laces work better and slide
less.
If you use Saunders target matts, be sure to wet them
down periodically if the rain fails to do it. At the end of
the season, store them horizontally with 1x3’s or other
spacers between them. Also, carry them – don’t roll them.
If you have one extra stand, you shouldn’t have to put
them down on the ground once they’re up. Hanging rubber matts loosely behind them also extends their life, or
just pin on some cardboard. Foam targets can be more
easily moved and some have replaceable centers (though
beginners tend to space their arrows pretty equally
around the target). These should definitely be staked
down with a rope connected to the matt itself to prevent
them from blowing over. Put flags or bright paint on the
ropes to prevent someone from tripping over them. (I
also salvage broken arrows to make target wind flags.)

from the “Dollar Store.”
My target numbers are
cut from pre-school
plastic place mats used
to teach numbers. My
Mickey Mouse individual bow stand starts with
a large wood-handled
screwdriver. A hole is
drilled in the handle for
a U-shaped, screw-in
hook used to hang garden tools (drill the hole
and soap the hook’s
threads to screw it in).
The
NAA
Instructor’s Guide has
plans for target stands
made from wood – don’t
use round dowel stock
or metal pipes, since they tend to bend the arrows. Make
sure to use knot-free pine. Both the racks and target
stands could be scaled down with shorter legs for kids,
but I haven’t done that so far. Be nice to the wood shop
and maintenance crews and maybe they’ll make them for
you. I like a crossbar between the front legs, but it should
be above the bottom of the target matt. Chains between
the legs help keep the proper spread – especially important on a slick wood floor indoors where a falling target
can ruin a lot of arrows.

H

aving to replace equipment before its time can drain
your budget quickly. I buy square “Toughenized” or
Tyvek target faces: just pin the corners of the tag face to
the matt. (Fold the corners double to keep them from
tearing when you pin the face into the matt). You can
also extend the life of the face by teaching students pull
their arrows properly – straight out, with both hands
near the target (this saves arrows from being bent, too).
Push-pull arrow removal also avoids having the whole
target fall over on you with resulting injury or arrow
damage.
It’s tougher to keep the little guys from poking holes
in the “X” ring, but try. You can further stretch the useful life of the faces with center patches (squares with the
gold and part of the red that can be pinned to the target.)
I don’t buy target pins any more. Instead, I either use
double-headed (duplex) nails or, better, nails with plastic
disks under the head (used for roofing) – about four dollars a pound. You can also make pins from bent wire coat
hangers.
I use Saunders’ soft plastic basic Uni-Tabs in different colors. They are totally waterproof and the colors
help when you search for the ones the kids inevitably
drop in the weeds. They also work for left or right-hand-

B

ows should be stored unstrung at the end of the season with the strings masking-taped or rubber-banded to the bow. Wax the strings from time to time, rubbing the wax in with swatches of brown paper bag. The
bows should be stored resting horizontally, preferably
with a support under each limb. Alternatively, hang them
vertically (unbraced) by the string on a peg or nail (with
Continued on the Next Page
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like the classic method.
Flexible plastic vanes outlast the
feathers and don’t have problems with
getting wet from morning dew or after a
rainstorm. (Camp directors will also love
the fact that you can be the first outdoor activity up and
running after a soaking rain – tempers can flare after a
few days locked up in a cabin full of nine-year-olds during a rainy spell.)
Wooden arrows warp easily when they get into wet
grass and a cracked arrow is dangerous. (Break cracked
arrow immediately to ensure that they’re never used
again.) Try to move up to the nearly-indestructible fiberglass arrow as soon as possible: Make sure you get light
spined arrows (not hunting weight) for the light bows
you will use for classes. Of course, aluminum arrows are
lighter and more accurate, but cost more and require
more straightening and maintenance.
To reduce arrow loss, I found a commercial arrow
rake that works great (it was on close-out and I have no
idea where to find another one), but have also have made
my own using a heavy screw-in hook in a broomstick. It’s
best to find arrows before the lawnmower does by pulling
the rake through the grass
across the range (at right
angles to the arrow flight). Use
brightly colored vanes. Also, I
try to avoid putting my righthanded rookies on the far-left
target, since common errors
tend to pull the arrow left
(peeking, plucking, closing
the wrong eye.) The opposite
goes for lefties. Metal detectors work well on aluminum
arrows, if you can afford one.
I’ve also marked target lanes,
which makes it easier to track down lost arrows by estimating their trajectory.
It is useful to know how to serve a bowstring. Some
people also tie their own dental floss nocking points, but
I don’t have the patience. Saunders Nok-Sets don’t cost
much and, with a little care, can be reused.
There are a few shops and mail-order houses that
cater to camps and institutions. While camp directors
often have cozy relationships with the local sporting
goods shop, they rarely even know what you’re talking
about when you ask for specialized equipment – or they
charge you dearly. If you can earn your director’s confidence in your expertise and show that you can get better
for less, you may be able to get what your program needs.

tape to prevent scratching the limb).
Don’t stack them in a corner sitting on
their bottom limb or leave them strung you’ll twist the limbs. A little furniture
wax could protect the finish. Store them
in a cool, dry place, if possible. I store tabs and armguards in sealed plastic boxes that the mice can’t easily
penetrate. I’ve also used mothballs to discourage the
rodents from making homes in the targets, though it’s
not ecologically correct.
I’ve been fortunate to be able to buy good, light
takedown recurves (15 and 20 pounds) for the program.
We use inexpensive sights, but you can make rock-bottom cheap sights with long, colored-headed pins stuck
into sticky-backed masking tape, cork or foam weatherstripping. (I have the kids log their sight marks on an
index card measured with a ruler. You might also use the
card to make notes of things the students should work on
for the next lesson. Of course, watch for pinpricks.
You can try phasing in the purchase of bows and
other expensive equipment over a couple years, although
you’ll have to contend with the kids arguing over who
gets the “good stuff.” Don’t neglect the lefties (you can
do some limb/riser mixing
and matching with takedowns). Bows that are a little
long are more versatile than
short bows, even if a ten-yearold looks a little silly with a
66-inch bow. It’s not just my
FITA roots that leads me to
recommend recurves over
compounds for group instruction – compounds work within a narrow range of draw
lengths and I think they don’t
encourage good form.
I like Hoyt’s plastic (not rubber) rests such as the Pro
Flex Rest (no longer made, alas) or the Super Rest or its
many copies. The rubber rests have more drag and wear
down sooner. Just keep the kids’ index fingers off the
arrows or they will break the “finger” off the rest.
Regular arrow maintenance saves money in the long
run: straightening aluminum shafts is mind-numbing
and time-consuming, but a good activity while watching
TV or on a rainy day. I also fletch and repair my own
arrows. The fletching jig that made an arrow can fix it
best. Find a secure place to do this work since pointy
arrows, noxious glues and flammable solvents don’t
belong in a cabin full of campers.
Do yourself a favor and put a spot of glue on the
front and back ends of each fletch (plastic or feather) to
keep them from lifting. Clean the shafts thoroughly
before fletching; lacquer thinner or acetone does the trick
on aluminum or use powdered cleanser and water if you

“Don’t neglect
the lefties.”

T

o me, archery makes several contributions to a
camp. It provides campers with a change-of-pace
from soccer, basketball and baseball on a hot day. But it
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can also make a significant difference to a child’s happiness. The kids who may not be great at stick-and-ball
sports get a place to demonstrate that their particular
strengths can lead to success. Steadiness, concentration,
dedication and an analytical approach can do the trick in
archery, boosting a child’s self-image, status with peers
and confidence to keep trying the other activities. This
can save their summer. The relaxed low-key competition
and friendly social atmosphere also suits many children
better than team sports. The “walking wounded” and
children with disabilities can often succeed on an equal
basis with the “jocks” who seem to do well effortlessly in
every sport – but may find themselves humbled on the
range.

Alan Rudolph lives in
Medford, MA. Alan is
a Level II NAA
instructor who has
coached a high school
team. Also, he will
return this summer for his 20th season running the
archery program at Camp Mah-Kee-Nac in Lenox, MA,
working with eight to 15-year-olds. He is also an unfulfilled tournament shooter hoping for more success as he
enters the Master’s Division as a FITA recurve shooter.
He teaches at Chelsea High School in Chelsea, MA.

S

ome of these tips are just my personal preferences or
prejudices, but if you can save a few bucks with them
and stretch your budget dollar, you may be able to
indulge yourself and your students with better equipment the next season. If you would like to share your
tips, please drop me an e-mail at archeryal@aol.com.
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Larry Wise

The Young Hunter’s

First Hunt

Bowhunting

The first week of the 1995 archery season passed
slowly for my son, Todd. He was waiting for his
twelfth birthday on the second Saturday of the season. In the mean time I was hunting behind our
house each evening and giving him a report on the
buck I was seeing. I let a few smaller bucks pass
thinking that he would get a chance at them the
next week.

T

he big day came and on his twelfth birthday
we went for his first hunt. The tree stand we
had built was on our own property and just right
for two hunters as long as one was small. Several
deer passed us that evening but no buck.
We hunted several times the next week. On
one of those occasions, just as we were ready to
get out of the stand, a large deer appeared on our
left, down the hollow. It moved slowly up the
trail headed for the scrape fifteen yards in front
of us. Light slipped away until the deer got to the
scrape and it was too dark to see your sight and
make a good shot so we just watched.
The deer moved closer and it was easy to see
that it was a nice eight-pointer. As he checked the
scrape he sensed our presence, looked up, saw
our profile and snorted us off, big time. He ran
twenty yards, stopped and snorted again. He ran
another twenty yards and snorted again. He
repeated this five or six times, letting us know he
didn’t like what he saw
but he wasn’t sure what
we were. I hoped we’d
see him again.
We climbed down
from the stand and

headed down the trail toward the house. On our
way we could still hear the buck snorting up over
the side of the hollow as he headed for thick
brush. What a lesson for Todd during his first
week of hunting as he learned that sometimes
you only get to watch and hope that he comes
back for another chance.
Preparation
I knew Todd was ready for his first hunt. He had
passed his hunter safety course with flying colors
in the spring and was practicing with his bow
daily. The 3-D foam deer target he was using was
getting shot-out in the vital area and would soon
need a new core. He was also learning to take
great care while walking in the woods so as not to
make too much noise. All he needed now was a
large measure of patience.
The Bow
The bow Todd was using was an Xi Prodigy. That
was a natural choice since I was shooting for Xi
at the time. The Prodigy was 36˝ axle-to-axle and
equipped with small modular cams. I put the
smallest modules on it to match his draw length.
This is a great wheel system for growing archers,
just change the modules every six or eight
months as they grow. The bow was also easy to
resell since it could fit almost any youth.
Starting with a
round wheel or energy
wheel might have been
better. If your youngster isn’t going to have
much practice time

“He had passed his hunter
safety course with flying
colors in the spring . . .”
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ed to work on his release a little. For two weeks Todd
practiced every evening after school by shooting at the
3-D deer target with broadheads. The practice paid off
and soon each shot was hitting the vital from fifteen
yards. Arrow flight improved too.
The next big question we had to answer was where
was the first arrow hitting. If it wasn’t going where it
should then he’d need some more work. To deal with that
situation he would shoot only one arrow, put the bow
away for awhile, then try it again. A one-arrow practice
session is a great technique for anyone to see if he or she
and their equipment are ready for the hunt. Once Todd
was hitting each first arrow he became more confident
with his shooting. His dad was too.

“He was also learning to
take great care while walking in the woods . . .”
you’d better start them on an easy-draw bow. It’s important to get them shooting “right” before they shoot “fast”.
It’s most important to hit what you’re aiming at and
accuracy keeps young shooters interested.
Todd started shooting this bow in early September.
He started at 34 lb. draw weight as I remember. I set a
goal of 40 lb. for him before he could go hunting and he
was able to easily reach that in two weeks. I felt that 40
lb. would give his arrow enough energy to completely
penetrate a deer; it sure was doing the job on the foam
deer.
The arrow rest was just a simple rubber launcher
with a cushion plunger. It worked well with his finger
release technique. We added some adhesive-backed felt
to keep it quiet and a rubber arrow holder to keep the
arrow in place while we were in the stand.

“For two weeks Todd
practiced every evening
after school.”
Not everything went well. Early on he tried some
shooting from the top of our wood shed. Several missed
while several hit the metal in the leg and had to be
straightened. He ruined some blades and points but
eventually got accustomed to shooting from the higher
level and was well prepared for “real” hunting conditions
before we went to the tree stand.

The Arrows
Some 1816 XX75 arrows I had matched up well to the
40# draw weight of his two-cam bow. We did cut them a
little long so they weren’t too stiff. Three feathers were
added on one end while a 90-grain broadhead was added
to the other.
Those arrows worked for three years until he outgrew the bow. Since then he’s moved up to carbon arrows
with 100 grain broadheads. His second year he was able
to draw 43 lb. easily and the next year 45 lb. I’m glad I
cut the arrows a little long so he could use them for several years. And the thicker .016” wall made them
durable.

Hunting Routine
To keep practiced with his hunting bow, each evening
Todd would shoot five or six practice arrows at the deer
target. If we were going hunting, he would shoot his
practice-hunting arrow and head straight for the tree
stand. All through the season he kept in condition to
shoot his bow, kept up his accuracy and confidence. Too
many hunters forget to practice shooting during the season. We don’t. I shoot at least one shot every evening

Practice
Some practice with the broadheads showed that he need-

Continued on the Next Page
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“When the deer stopped I told
him to release when he was ready.
He did.”
before going to my stand.
Back to the Hunt
In mid season I shot a nice six point buck on a night when Todd didn’t
go out. He got really excited about my success and hunted almost every
night after that.
One rainy night just as we climbed into the stand, a nice sevenpointer walked right under us before he could get his bow ready. Once
again we were spectators.
That’s how the rest of the season went until the last Thursday night.
It was a cold November evening and the deer we had been seeing weren’t
showing up as they usually did. I could tell Todd was getting cold and
finally he said “Hey dad, when are we going in”? “In about fifteen more
minutes” I said. “But we haven’t seen anything” he replied. “I know, but
we only need to see one,” I said encouragingly.
My last comment made me look pretty good five minutes later
because that eight-pointer from the second week of the season appeared
80 yards to our left. He moved slowly up the same trail but this time
there was still enough daylight for a shot. As he approached the scrape
area Todd was already at full draw. When the deer stopped I told him
to release when he was ready. He did. And the arrow flew true to its
mark and Todd had his first buck.
It was a good solid hit at the base of the neck. The big deer traveled
only forty yards and fell on the trail we walked in on. Wow! What a
great special moment for a father and son! All because we worked hard
at getting the bow, arrow and shooter ready. Just another reminder that
success is the meeting of preparation and opportunity.

S

pend time with your young hunter so he or she has the right equipment. Be sure it’s set up right and that the arrows match the bow.
Then practice, practice, practice. Practice those “real” situations and
your hard work will pay off. Even if all you get to do is “watch” some
deer with your young hunter, you’re a winner.
Shoot straight, keep well.
Larry

“It was a good solid hit at the base of
the neck. The big deer traveled only
forty yards and fell on the trail we
walked in on. Wow! What a great special moment for a father and son! ”
a r c h e r y
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Larry Wise is an archery
coach and an author of
four books on archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting
Your 3-D Bow
All are available from: Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678,
Mifflintown, PA 17059

15-Foot
Ladder
Stand
• 15-ft. ladder
• 18-ga. steel

NAA News

Continued from Page 27

ner-up in the compound division with a score of 1150,
while Jamie Van Natta (Toledo, OH), 22, placed third
with a total of 1149.
Johnson, 45, won his seventh consecutive national
indoor title and broke two of his own national records.
His two 18-meter round scores of 596 and overall total
of 1192 bettered his previous marks of 595 and 1183.
Olympic silver-medalist Vic Wunderle (Mason City, IL),
25, placed second with a score of 1183. Johnson and
Wunderle were teammates at the 2000 Olympic Games
where they were part of the bronze-medal winning U.S.
team. Shane Parker (Hurdle Mills, NC), 29, was third
with 1176 points.
Loesch, 29, set a national record for the 18-meter
distance with a two-round total of 1163, breaking the
previous score of 1159 set by in 1999. Leah Clawson
(Evans City, PA), 20, was second with a score of 1138
points, and Jessica Carleton (Westland, MI) placed third
with a total of 1124.
In the men’s compound bow competition, Dave
Cousins (West Jordan, UT), 23, shot a double-round
score of 1188 to win his second straight title and third
overall. Eric Griggs (Littleton, MA) finished second with
1183 total points, and Mark Penaz (Phoenix, AZ), 44,
was third with a total of 1180.

• Powder-coat
finish
• Portable

SALE $64 99
Buy 2 or more

59plus99S&Hea.

$

SPECIFY ORDER
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FREE
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For more information on tree stands or
any of our thousands of quality archery
and outdoor products, order your
FREE Archery catalog
by calling our toll-free number
or by visiting our website.

Join the
NAA
Today!
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Randy Tucker

Ti l l e r

Compound Tech 200
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The first time a veteran archer showed me the
effects of tiller tuning my bow, I was amazed. With
only minimal effort, I was able to aim better and
shoot tighter groups.

T

styles are different. Tiller is one way you can tailor your bow to perfectly fit you. Your bow
should feel as if it were a part of you, not something that must be forced to aim and shoot accurately.

he term tiller means to steer something
using a pole for leverage. In relation to
ven tiller is usually the best starting place to
archery, tiller means to make one limb on a
begin tuning your bow. The tiller is even
recurve or longbow heavier in poundage than when the top distance measures the same as the
the other. In the days of wooden bows this was bottom. Many bows are designed to be set up
done by shaving more wood off of the top limb with even tiller. Even tiller may be where your
to make it less stiff. There is good reason to do bow feels and aims the best. However, by experthis. In most cases, the center of the bow is posi- imenting you may be able to make an improvetioned toward, if not above, the top of the ment. Observation is your best tool when adjustarcher’s grip. Because the arrow must be shot ing your bow’s tiller.
above the archer’s bow hand, the nocking point
By taking note of how your bow feels and
of the arrow is located above the center of the aims you may notice some or all of the followstring. This creates uneven limb pressure, or ing:
leverage. Due to this, bowyers build tiller into • You have to “fight” your bow more than northe bottom limbs to make their bows draw and
mal to hold a steady sight picture.
cast arrows as straight and smooth as possible.
• You feel more grip pressure at the top or botFortunately, the tiller on a compound bow is
tom of your hand.
adjustable. Tiller is measured as the
• You need to position your bow
distance from the top or bottom of
hand in a certain place with a
the riser (“where the limb meets the
certain amount of pressure on
limb cup”) to the bowstring at right
the top or bottom of your grip
top tiller
angles (see illustration). The tiller
to make your bow shoot consison some single-cam bows, though, limb bolt
tently.
must be measured from a string line
• You experience occasional high
stretched from axle to axle. Turning
or low “wild” arrows that were
one limb bolt in further than the
seemingly good shots.
other creates a tiller adjustment.
These can all be signs that a
This adjustment causes the limb
tiller adjustment is needed.
angles to differ from one another
Without proper adjustment,
giving the string and buss cables diftiller can create unwanted hand
ferent leverage points on each limb. limb bolt
torque by forcing your grip higher
Equally important, re-positioning
or lower than what is comfortable.
bottom tiller
the limb angles adjusts the riser to
This can cause you to lose points.
tilt further forward or backward
During competition you might
making the wrist position of the
inadvertently relax your uncomfortgrip change.
able grip, say when you are
Everybody’s hands and shooting
fatigued, causing you to shoot high

E
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“Observation is your best
tool when adjusting your
bow’s tiller.”

should offset this or lower the
nocking point. Once again,
make small adjustments and
observe your sight picture to
make sure you are adjusting
your tiller in the right direction. With your tiller correctly adjusted for your body and shooting form, you will be
able to see improved steadiness in your sight picture and
your bow will perform at its best for you.
Good luck tailoring your
bow, and good shooting!

or low arrows. Ordinarily a
relaxed grip will make an archer
more consistent during a day of
competition, not less. It is difficult to relax and execute good
shots when you are fighting your sight picture.

B

efore attempting to make a tiller adjustment, it is
important to record your nocking point position,
peep sight height, and peak poundage, as they will
change during adjustment. Also, record how many turns
or fractions of a turn you added to or removed from each
limb bolt. By doing this, you can always restore your bow
to its original settings. When making a tiller adjustment,
you should use quarter turns or less, until you can feel or
see a noticeable improvement. If you are not going in the
right direction, you should be able to tell almost immediately. It is possible to over-adjust your tiller. Two turns
of tiller may be too much (depending on the type of
bow).
Deciding which direction to add tiller to your bow is
an educated guess. If you feel too much pressure at the
top of your grip, you probably want to add tiller to the
bottom limb. To do this, you need to turn the bottom
bolt in (“clockwise” facing the limb bolt). At the same
time, you may want to maintain your current draw
weight. If that is the case, simply take an equal number
of turns or fractions of a turn, out (“counter clockwise”)
of the top limb. Keep making these adjustments in fractions of a turn until your aim tightens up.
When you add tiller to the bottom limb, other
adjustments are needed. Your nocking point will be lowered causing the arrows to impact higher on the target if
you do not reset it into its proper position. If you cannot
or do not wish to raise the arrow rest to offset this, you
will need to relocate the nocking point. Raising the nocking point may alter the wheel timing. If so, you may need
to readjust the timing. (When tuning a single cam bow,
a wheel adjustment may not be necessary.) If you have
marked your wheels for timing in relation to the limbs,
your marks will no longer be accurate. Moving the nocking point will also make the bow feel different, therefore
you may need to make several adjustments until your
tiller and arrow tune is adequate. If your aim becomes
worse, you are probably adding tiller to the wrong limb.
Return your bow to its original settings. Adding tiller to
your top limb may be the improvement you are looking
for.
If, at even tiller, you think there is too much hand
pressure at the bottom of your grip, you will probably
want to start by adding tiller to the top limb. In this case,
the adjustments are opposite to the bottom tiller procedures. This time you want to turn the top limb bolt “in”.
This causes the nocking point to rise. Consequently, your
arrows will impact low on the target. Raising your rest

Randy Tucker is an NFAA Pro from
Redding, CA, who has been one of the top
freestyle archers in the state for a number
of years. Randy has won a Southwest
Section Championship, three first places
and five second places in California state
championships in the pro class. He has set
two state records, and still holds
California’s indoor record. Randy has been
shooting for 22 years, ten of which have
been competitive and the last four have been as a Pro. He enjoys spending time with other archers, and teaching them how to improve their
scores. His wife and two sons also enjoy the sport.
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by Tammy Cline

John Gracey

NAA News

Best All-Around NonAt age 69, John
Gracey has spent
his entire life near
his hometown of
New
Grenada
amidst the mountains of northern Fulton
County, Pennsylvania. Fulton County is one of
the smallest counties in Pennsylvania, but that
has not stopped John from pursuing big dreams.
John started competing in sports in school and
never quit throughout his life. He has worked
hard to make his desire to be an award-winning
athlete come true. In fact, John has accomplished a more varied array of athletic achievements than any other nonprofessional athlete
has in the past 100 years. Because of his involvement in many different sports, John was asked to
set up an exhibit of his athletic accomplishments
for the October 2000 Fulton Fall Foliage
Celebration (see photo).
When John finished preparing his exhibit it
was a vast and varied one, and a tour of the table
shows the extent of the physical and mental
stamina of this man. At the far left of the photo
is a bicycle draped with a belt buckle that was
awarded to John for racing all eight of The Great
American Ski Chase (G.A.S.C.) marathons in
one season! The scope of this accomplishment is
massive. The G.A.S.C. is a series of eight 50K
cross-country ski marathons that all take place in
only nine weeks. Scattered across the United
States, the races take place in Colorado, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and California consecutively.
The belt buckle was awarded to those who
have completed all of the races; however, they are
usually completed over a number of years. John,
in his typical competitive style, did all eight races
in one nine-week season! This feat has been
accomplished by only a handful of other people.
Because of John’s amazing performance in a single season, he received the bicycle, belt buckle,
and other awards as well.
a r c h e r y
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Beside the bicycle on the table is a pair of
Karhu Skating Skis along with the trophy awarded to John for being the best skier over age 40 in
the Twelve Allegheny Race Series. John earned
this trophy at the age of 56.
A pair of roller blades also graces the table.
John used these in Dry Land Ski Training.
Because he needed to duplicate the Cross
Country Ski-Skating Technique, John spent a
great deal of time roller blading in preparation
for his athletic accomplishments in the field of
cross-country skiing.

J

ohn’s biathlon rifle rests against the table. The
rifle was specially built in Germany by
Anschutz for the sport of cross-country skiing
and marksmanship. Of all the sports John pursued, this was his favorite. John has competed in
several races through the New England states.
Among his many accomplishments, he has three
times qualified in The Empire State Games and
competed at Lake Placid, New York for the
Finger Lakes Biathlon team.
Beside the biathlon rifle sits a 52 Winchester
target rifle with which John has won national
recognition. John won nearly 20,000 prizes with
his gun. He has become distinguished through
the National Rifle Association with this weapon.
A nearby picture sets near of shows John and
three other riflemen. This team was ranked 2nd
in the nation with John as the lead rifleman.
Next is a trophy John earned for winning
the 1983 National Physathlon Championship in
Knoxville, Tennessee. In order to win this trophy, John had to run 10 miles, swim one mile,
bike 30 minutes on a stationary bike, achieve his
maximum at chin-ups, push-ups, and sit-ups,
and complete several free-weight lifts.
There are 15 trophies, plaques and medals
on the table for running road races ranging from
one-mile races to running in 20 marathons
including three J.F.K. 50-mile races. Though
those trophies would be enough for most people,
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Professional Athlete of the 20th Century
rently holds the trophy that he earned at Canton, MI in
2000.
Regionally, John has over 50 championship medals
won for Pennsylvania State Championships (displayed
on the blackboard). These medals range from Open and
Senior Field Crossbow to Compound bow medals, and
several of his medals represent record-setting performances that still stand.

John was not satisfied. He won a trophy for his age group
in the Ironman Triathlon qualifier in Indiana. He also
displayed a medal for being a finisher in the 1985
Ironman World Championship in Hawaii.

J

ohn enjoys the sport of crossbow, and the crossbow on
the table was used by him in the 1998 World
Crossbow Championships in Velance, Hungary. His
first-place gold medal is draped across the
bottom of this bow. Near the crossbow is
he trophies, medals and awards seem
a plaque showing John’s unofficial 24endless. Below the table are awards
hour Archery Shoot World Record. In
for running, skiing, canoeing, cycling and
order to win this plaque he shot 5,820
swimming. Hanging across the bar above
arrows and earned a score of 54,282
the table are medals for shooting, skiing,
points.
running, cycling, archery, swimming, and
The compound bow has not eluded
track and field. Most people would have
John, either. He started shooting comfelt satisfied with such an array, but John
pound bow in 1993 at the age of 61. John
is not done yet. In the summer of 2000
won a gold medal at the 1993 National
John, then age 68, fulfilled a life-long
Senior Olympics in San Antonio, Texas
desire to excel at track and field. He comwith the compound bow. His score set a
peted and won medals in high jump, shot
new record for that event. John also disput, javelin and discus. This did not make
played a compound bow with which he
him want to rest on his laurels, however.
won a gold medal at the 2000
John only felt a desire to pursue track and
Pennsylvania Senior Games. In November
field even more. In the fall of 2000 he
of 2000, he won the Master Compound
purchased a 13-foot long vaulting pole so
division at the FITA Eastern
that he could pursue that avenue of track
Championships and managed to set a
more fully. On his first attempt at the pole
record at this event in Reading, PA, as
vault, John managed a not so high, but
well.
excellent form jump that was good
At the end of the table are two field
enough to encourage him. Now John is
crossbows that John has designed. John
planning to pursue track and field as well
started shooting Field Crossbow in 1990
as archery events throughout 2001.
John Gracy
at age 58. He has won the National
Most recently in March, John won the
Outdoor Championship, the Eastern FITA NAA National Indoor Championship in the Master 60+
Championship, the Pennsylvania Regional and State Compound division, setting two national records in the
Indoor Championship (setting records that still stand), process, and also finished fifth in the Senior Crossbow
and the Pennsylvania Regional Outdoor Championship division at the same event.
(this record also stands). John won Second Place on the
Age has not dimmed John’s hunger for physical
Man of the United States Crossbow Team that competed excellence. He is looking forward to moving into the 70in Portugal, and would go on to win a seat as a member year old age group, and is planning to enter his septuaof the U.S. Team four more times. He has won the genarian years in style. He plans to specialize in pole
National Senior Crossbow trophy several times, and cur- vaulting!
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NAA News

World Indoor Championships
Mary Zorn and Marleigh Bogumil Win Gold
Butch Johnson Claims Silver
Dave Cousins and Jessica Grant Take Bronze Florence, Italy Mary Zorn (Warrenville, IL/
Texas A&M University) and Marleigh Bogumil
(Pittston Twp., PA) both won gold medals at the
6th World Indoor Archery Championships on
March 24 in Florence, Italy. Zorn, 18, won the
senior women’s compound bow division, and
Bogumil, 15, won the junior (18 and under)
women’s compound bow division. Also claiming
medals on the final day of competition were
Richard “Butch” Johnson (Woodstock, CT),
who won the silver medal in the senior men’s
recurve division, and Dave Cousins (West
Jordan, UT) and Jessica Grant (Phoenix, AZ)
who claimed bronze medals in the senior men’s
compound and junior women’s compound divisions, respectively.
Zorn defeated Marie-Louise Mathieu of
Belgium in the semifinals, 116-112, then won
the gold medal in a shoot-off with Spain’s Fatima
Agudo after both archers tied with 115 points
apiece. Michelle Ragsdale (New Richmond, WI)
placed 12th and Ashley Kamuf (Dale, IN) finished 13th for the U.S.
Bogumil won the junior compound division
with a 116-110 victory over Denmark’s Camilla
Soemod. She reached the final after beating U.S.
teammate Grant in the semifinals, 114-110.
Grant went on the win the bronze medal by
defeating Cecile Jousselin of France, 114-110.
Amber Dawson (Robesonia, PA) placed fifth.
Johnson claimed the silver medal in the senior men’s recurve competition after dropping a
118-116 decision to the world’s top-ranked
archer, Michele Frangilli of host-country Italy.
Johnson beat teammate Joseph McGlyn (Floral
Park, NY) in the semifinals, 116-113. McGlyn
lost to Turkey’s Ozdemir Akbal in the bronzemedal match. The third member of the U.S.
team, Vic Wunderle (Mason City, IL) finished
17th.
a r c h e r y
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In the senior men’s compound division, Cousins
lost a one-point decision in the semifinals to
Italy’s Antonio Tosca, 116-115, but rebounded
to win the bronze medal with a 118-117 victory
over Fabio Zaetta of Italy. Sweden’s Morgan
Lundin won the gold medal. Other U.S. competitors in the senior men’s compound division –
James Butts (Englewood, CO) and Gary Studt
(Brookville, IN) – placed 21st and 34th, respectively.
Chris Glass (Oxford, MI) lost a heartbreaking shoot-off with Spain’s Arturo Torrijos in the
bronze medal match of the junior men’s compound division, after both tied with a score of
115-115. Glass was defeated by eventual gold
medallist Robert Karlsson of Sweden in the
semifinals. Ariel Heller (Wilton, NH) placed
seventh and Ross Pulliam (Clearwater, KS) finished 12th for the U.S.
Natalia Valeeva of Italy captured the gold
medal in the senior women’s recurve division.
Kathie Loesch (Fresno, TX) was the top U.S.
finisher in 12th place, followed by Leah
Clawson (Evans City, PA) in 15th, and Karen
Scavotto (Enfield, CO) in 30th.
In the junior women’s recurve division,
Ukraine’s Kateryna Serdiuk won the title.
Roxanne Reimann (Manchester, Conn.) placed
eighth, Amy Green (Forest Grove, Ore.) was
12th, and Kristi Nelson (Loudon, NH) finished
21st.
John Burkett (Sharpsville, PA) was the top
U.S. finisher in the junior men’s recurve division, placing 13th. Patrick Metivier
(Marlborough, MA) was 25th, and Evan Clark
(Cranberry Twp., PA) finished 37th. Italy’s
Marco Galiazzo won the gold medal.
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U.S. Teams Win Four Gold and Three Silver Medals
Amber Dawson (Robesonia, PA) and Jessica Grant
(Phoenix, AZ). They established a junior world record
for a 3 x 9 match with a 258-236 triumph over Italy in
the gold-medal match.

Florence, Italy Seven of the eight U.S. archery teams
competing at the 6th World Indoor Championships in
Florence, Italy, captured medals in the team round on
March 23rd. Four gold medals and three silver medals
were awarded to the U.S. teams.
The senior men’s recurve bow team, who had not
won a team medal since the 1995 World Indoor
Championships, won the gold medal with a 263-256
win over Russia. The three-man team of Richard “Butch”
Johnson (Woodstock, CT), Joseph McGlyn (Floral Park,
NY) and Vic Wunderle (Mason City, IL) posted three
straight victories over Cyprus (262-250), Kazakhstan
(262-255) and Poland (262-260) to reach the finals. Italy
claimed the bronze medal.
The senior women’s compound team of Ashley
Kamuf (Dale, IN), Michelle Ragsdale (New Richmond,
WI) and Mary Zorn (Warrenville, IL/Texas A&M
University) captured its third gold medal in the last four
World Indoor Championships with a 254-252 victory
over France. They advanced to the final with wins over
Italy (257-248) and eventual bronze medallist The
Netherlands (256-254).

The U.S. garnered three silver medals, as well, in the senior women’s recurve, senior men’s compound, and junior
women’s recurve divisions.
The senior women’s recurve squad of Leah Clawson
(Evans City, PA), Kathie Loesch (Fresno, TX) and Karen
Scavotto (Enfield, CT) advanced to the final with a 244240 victory over Japan and a 259-259 tiebreaker win
over Ukraine. They claimed the silver medal after dropping a 256-253 decision to Russia. It was the first ever
team round medal for the women’s recurve squad at the
World Indoor Championships. Ukraine took the bronze.
In the senior men’s compound division, the team of
James Butts (Englewood, CO), Dave Cousins (West
Jordan, UT) and Gary Studt (Brookville, IN) defeated
Turkey (264-249) and Great Britain (262-259), then
scored a 262-262 tiebreaker win over Hungary to move
to the gold medal final. Italy claimed the gold with a
260-257 victory over the U.S. and Sweden took the
bronze.
The junior women’s recurve team of Amy Green
(Forest Grove, OR), Kristi Nelson (Loudon, NH) and
Roxanne Reimann (Manchester, CT) defeated Italy in
the semifinals, 243-236, then lost the gold medal match
to Ukraine, 258-241, to capture the silver medal. Italy
won the bronze medal.
The U.S. junior men’s recurve team of John Burkett
(Sharpsville, PA), Evan Clark (Cranberry Twp., PA) and
Patrick Metivier (Marlborough, MA) did not qualify for
the team round.

In the junior (18 and under) men’s compound competition, the U.S. team established two junior world records
en route to capturing the gold medal. Their 258-255
semifinal win over Italy set a 3 x 9 match record and,
coupled with their 257-256 gold medal match win over
Sweden, also set a 2 x 27 finals total record of 515. Italy
won the bronze medal. U.S. junior men’s compound
team members are Chris Glass (Oxford, MI), Ariel
Heller (Wilton, NH) and Ross Pulliam (Clearwater, KS).
Also claiming gold was the U.S. junior women’s compound team of Marleigh Bogumil (Pittston Twp., PA),

Christie Bisco, Butch Johnson and Kathie Loesch
Set Records in Winning National Indoor Titles
Christie Bisco (Raymond, ME) set a world record in
winning the women’s senior compound bow division,
while Richard “Butch” Johnson (Woodstock, CN) and
Kathie Loesch (Fresno, TX) both set national records in
capturing the men’s and women’s recurve bow divisions,
respectively, at the National Indoor Archery
Championships. The tournament was held at two locations in each of the four national regions (North, South,
East, and West) over the weekends of March 2-4 and 9a r c h e r y
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11. The scores were then merged to determine the
national champion in each division.
Bisco, 18, broke her own 18-meter senior world
record on March 4 with a score of 593 (out of a possible
600) en route to winning the senior women’s compound
division with a two-round total of 1167. She set the previous record of 590 at the 2000 National Indoor
Championships. Ashley Kamuf (Dale, IN), 18, was runContinued on Page 21
f o c u s

2001 NAA National Indoor Champions
Male Senior Recurve
Butch Johnson
Woodstock, CT

Male AR2 Recurve
Carlton Clark
New Waverly, TX

Male Master 60+ Compound
John Gracey
Waterfall, PA

Female Senior Recurve
Kathie Loesch
Fresno, TX

Male Open Compound
Joseph A. Bailey
Flusing, MI

Male Master 60+ Comp’d Fingers
Robert Bitner
Sanford, MI

Male Senior Compound
Dave Cousins
West Jordan, UT

Male Senior Crossbow
William Pimm
Hollywood, FL

Male Master 70+ Compound
Arthur Baribault
Glendale, AZ

Female Senior Compound
Christie Bisco
Raymond, ME

Female Senior Crossbow
Carol Pelosi
Greenbelt, MD

Male Master 70+ Comp’d Fingers
Donald Haney
Smithville, MO

Male College Recurve
Guy Krueger
Texas A&M

Male Barebow
Garry Weddington
Cleveland, N.C.

Female Master 50+ Compound
Susan Thompson
Douglasville, GA

Female College Recurve
Kristin Milchanowski
Texas A&M

Female Barebow
Debra Fritch
Borston, KS

Female Master 50+ Comp’d Fingers
Savanah Boone
Algodones, NM

Male College Compound
Adam Wheatcroft
James Madison

Male Master 50+ Recurve
Rick Stonebraker
Houston, TX

Female Master 60+ Comp’d Fingers
Betty Bakken
Mt. Horeb, WI

Female College Compound
Mary Zorn
Texas A&M

Male Master 60+ Recurve
Dr. David Brandfass
Lighthouse Pt., FL

Female Master 70+ Comp’d Fingers
Claire Butler
Mountainside, NJ

Male Traditional Longbow
Butch Rowden
Phoenix, AZ

Male Master 70+ Recurve
Wilburn Wooten
Winston Salem, NC

Male FITA Competitive Recurve
John Burkett
McDonald, PA

Female Traditional Longbow
Tanya Sanders
Rochester, MA

Female Master 50+ Recurve
Deborah J. Ryan
Manchester, CT

Female FITA Competitive Recurve
Amy Green
Forest Grove, OR

Male Modern Longbow
Dave Appold
Bay City, MI

Female Master 60+ Recurve
Beryl Bergum
Angola, NY

Male FITA Competitive Comp’d
Drew Lasher
Boonville, IN

Female Modern Longbow
Susan Kell
Framingham, MA

Female Master 70+ Recurve
Elizabeth Norckauer
Baton Rouge, LA

Female FITA Competitive Comp’d
Amber Dawson
Robesonia, PA

Male AR1 Compound
Sid Williams
Roy, UT

Male Master 50+ Compound
Dee Wilde
Pocatello, ID

Male Intermediate Recurve
Damian Wentzel
Pitman, NJ

Female AR1 Compound
Suzanna Bagshaw
West Jordan, UT

Male Master 50+ Comp’d Fingers
Howard Nichols
Nottingham, MD

Female Intermediate Recurve
Lindsey Carmichael
Austin, TX
Continued to the Right
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Male FITA Competitive Recurve
John Burkett
McDonald, PA

Male Junior Recurve
Ted Harden
Tempe, AZ

Female FITA Competitive Recurve
Amy Green
Forest Grove, OR

Female Junior Recurve
Danielle McCullough
Sharpsville, PA

Male FITA Competitive Compound
Michael Heitz
Loami, Ill.

Male Junior Compound
Reese Pulliam
Clearwater, KS

Female FITA Competitive Comound
Marleigh Bogumil
Pittston Twp, PA

Female Junior Compound
Erika Anschutz
Grand Island, NE

Male Intermediate Recurve
Christopher Owens
West Chester, OH

Male Cadet Recurve
Maxwell Van Pelt
Boulder, CO

Female Intermediate Recurve
Katrina Bue
Export, PA

Female Cadet Recurve
Lyndsey Marzec
Dallas, TX

Male Intermdiate Compound
Lucas Jolley
South Jordan, UT

Male Cadet Compound
Kyle Shipman
Guilford, IN

Female Intermediate Compound
Amber Smith
Davison, MI

Female Cadet Compound
Elissa Falconer
Oakdale, PA

NAA News

2001 NAA JOAD National Indoor
Champions

Continued from the Left

Female Junior Recurve
Danielle McCullough
Sharpsville, PA

Female Cadet Recurve
Lyndsey Marzec
Dallas, TX

Male Intermediate Compound
Christopher Owen
Waterford, NY

Male Junior Compound
Braden Gellenthien
Hudson, MA

Male Cadet Compound
Brandon Dilgard
Middleboro, MA

Female Intermediate Compound
Ashley Butler
Old Forge, PA

Female Junior Compound
Erika Anschutz
Grand Island, NE

Female Cadet Compound
Kandice Spurlock
Chrisney, IN

Male Junior Recurve
Ted Harden, II
Tempe, AZ

Male Cadet Recurve
Maxwell Van Pelt
Boulder, CO
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Annette M. Musta

Diet & Nutrition

Special Feature

for Archers

Proper nutrition is a common concern for competitive archers at a shoot. Competitions can extend
for many hours with little or no food available at
the site. Breakfast can seem as if it were weeks ago
when it is 1 PM and there are still four ends to
shoot. How should archers prepare for a shoot? The
answer starts with proper diet and nutrition on a
daily basis and continues with proper nutrition on
the day of the shoot. Americans today typically eat
extremely poor diets and face conflicting and confusing information about diet and nutrition. Fad
diets abound with little or no scientific proof to
back them up. Fortunately, the basics of nutrition
are easy to understand.
Calories
A dietary Calorie is the amount of heat it takes
to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water
one degree Celsius. This is nice to know, but
what does it have to do with you and the
“archer’s ballast” around your middle? Calories
are also the fundamental units of nutrition and
energy balance.
Energy Balance
Maintaining proper weight is a function of energy balance. Simply explained, the amount of
energy
consumed
(input) should equal
the energy used (output) in each twentyfour hour period.
Input is provided by
the food you eat every
day. Output is a combination of the energy required to stay alive plus
energy needed for activities and exercise. Both

inputs and outputs are measured in Calories.
Energy balance controls weight loss and
gain. Consume more energy then you use and
you will gain weight. If you use more energy
than you consume, you will lose weight. The key
during competition is to achieve a consistent
balance of energy. (See Sidebar One to calculate
your energy requirements.)
Energy in Food
All energy (Calories) in food come from three
sources - carbohydrates, proteins, and fats.
Carbohydrates are the single most important nutrient for exercising muscles. “Carbs”
provide fuel for working muscles, help the body
to use fat more efficiently, and facilitate the function of the brain and central nervous system.
Carbohydrates come in two forms - simple and
complex. Simple carbohydrates include sugars
and other natural sweeteners. Complex carbohydrates include starches found in such foods as
pasta, bread, cereal, rice, vegetables, and fruits.
The majority of your daily carb intake should be
from complex carbohydrates. Complex carbs
take longer to break down and provide a more
consistent supply of energy.
The American Council on Exercise (ACE)
recommends sixty to
sixty-five percent of
your total daily caloric
intake be from carbohydrates. There are
four Calories available
from every gram of
carbohydrate.
Protein is used by the body to build and repair
tissues, including muscles, ligaments, and ten-

“How should archers prepare
for a shoot? The answer
starts with proper diet and
nutrition.”
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Focus on complex carbs
and unsaturated fats.
Schedule your breakfast
two hours prior to the
start of the competition
to maximize the use of
the carbohydrate fuel.
Good breakfast choices
are cereal with fruit, low
fat yogurt, pancakes with
fruit, or a bagel with low
fat cream cheese or
peanut butter plus a glass
of fruit or vegetable juice

dons. Protein can be
found in many foods
including meats and
dairy products, eggs,
whole wheat, beans, soy
beans, and peanut butter.
ACE guidelines recommend a daily caloric
intake consisting of
twelve to fifteen percent
of protein. Most of the
dietary protein should
come from lean (low fat!)
food sources like skim
milk, egg whites, low fat yogurt, and lean cuts of meat,
fish, and poultry. There are four Calories available from
every gram of protein.
Dietary fat is an essential component of daily nutrition. Unfortunately, the average American diet contains
an excess amount of fat. Consequently, Americans are
becoming more overweight meaning they have excess
body fat. Dietary fat provides essential fatty acids which
function in cell membranes, skin, and in the transport of
fat soluble vitamins. The body also uses its fat stores during endurance and aerobic exercise.
The ACE recommends a daily caloric intake consisting of 25 to 30 percent fat. The average American diet
consists of 35 to 40 percent fat, an unhealthy amount.
Each gram of fat makes available nine Calories compared
to the four Calories from each gram of carbohydrate or
protein. If you eat 10 grams of fat, you have taken in 90
Calories. Eat 10 grams of carbs or protein and you have
taken in only 40 Calories. (See Sidebar Two for the
Breakdown of Calories in the Daily Diet)

and low fat milk.
Pack carbohydrate-rich portable snacks in your bow
case or bag. Each snack should be about 150-200
Calories and contain complex carbohydrates. Pack each
snack individually so you do not have to think about the
number of Calories in each snack. Plan on eating about
one fourth of your daily Calorie intake in snacks
throughout the day. A good rule of thumb is to plan on
a snack every 11/2 to 2 hours. Portable snack choices
include granola or energy bars (200 Calories each), toaster pastries (200 Calories), trail mix (200 Calories per 1/2
cup), dried fruit (150 Calories per 1.5 ounce box of
raisins), animal crackers (140 Calories per 12 cookies),
two pieces of fruit like bananas, apples, or oranges (200
Calories), or a bagel (200 Calories).
Lunch should consist of a well balanced meal following the 60/15/25 carb/protein/fat percentages and
one fourth of your daily Calorie intake. If you are not
sure of the availability of lunch at the shooting venue,
pack your own. Fast food is often an attractive option in
restricted time frames; however, fast food should be
avoided. Fried and high fat foods take a long time to
digest and can lead to an upset stomach and esophageal
reflux during moderate to intense activity. Some examples of a balanced lunch are low fat vegetable soup and a
pita pocket stuffed with vegetables, a low fat peanut butter and jelly sandwich and fruit, a baked potato with low
fat sour cream and a salad, or two cups of spaghetti with
tomato sauce plus a cup of vegetable or fruit juice.
Remember to snack in the afternoon to keep up your
energy level.
Dinner should be used to replenish depleted energy
supplies. Try to eat a well balanced dinner within two to
four hours after completing competition. Dinner should
also follow the 60/15/25 guidelines and consist of the

Nutrition for Competition
It is imperative to maintain proper energy balance
throughout the day of the shoot. Many shoots have a
limited supply of food or a poor choice of foods on site.
A little planning goes a long way. A good rule of thumb
is to add two to three Calories per pound of reference
body weight (RBW) to the daily Calorie intake on competition or heavy training days.
Start with a well-balanced breakfast. If you are shooting the early line, you may have to wake up early to eat a
proper breakfast. Try to eat one fourth of your daily
Calorie allotment at your pre-activity breakfast. Breakfast
should consist of approximately 300-500 Calories with a
carb/protein/fat breakdown percentage of 60/15/25 (see
Sidebar Two for a discussion of breakdown percentages).

Continued on the Next Page
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final one fourth of your daily Calorie intake.
Only eat familiar foods during competition. Now is
not the time to try out the “Nuclear Meltdown” hot
wings if you are not accustomed to eating spicy foods.
Avoid fried or greasy foods and alcohol as well to prevent
an upset stomach.

Sidebar One
Calculating your Energy Requirements
Adults can use the following guidelines calculate their
daily energy requirements using the following formulas (Source Nutrition Handbook for Nursing
Practice): Reference Body Weight (RBW) RBW is an
estimate of optimal weight for calculating Calorie
requirements.

“Only eat familiar foods
during competition.”

Females
1. start with 100 pounds for the first 5 feet of height
2. add 5 pounds per inch for each inch over 5 feet or
subtract 5 pounds per inch for each inch under 5
feet 100 + 5 x _______
3. subtract 10% for a small frame, add 10% for a large
frame, or make no adjustment for a normal frame
Your RBW is (100 + 5 x ____ ) ± 10% pounds

Hydration - Fluid Replacement
Fluid replacement is crucial during any physical activity,
particularly during archery shoots. Water is necessary for
regular functioning of the body and for temperature control. A 150 pound person loses up to six cups of fluid
during one hour of physical activity through sweating,
evaporation, and other body uses. A dehydrated person
risks serious illness, such as heat stroke, if the condition
is not corrected. Adequate fluid intake is imperative
before, during, and after physical activity. The American
Dietetic Association (ADA) recommends the following
guidelines for fluid intake:
Timing re Activity
Drink this Amount of Fluid
2 hours before
2 cups
10-15 minutes before
21⁄2 cups
1
Every 15 minutes during
⁄2 - 3⁄4 cup
After
2 cups for every pound
of weight lost during

Males
1. start with 106 pounds for the first 5 feet of height
2. add 6 pounds per inch for each inch over 5 feet or
subtract 6 pounds per inch for each inch under 5
feet 106 + 6 x _______
3. subtract 10% for a small frame, add 10% for a large
frame, or make no adjustment for a normal frame
Your RBW is (106 + 6 x ____ ) ± 10% pounds
Calorie Requirements
Daily Calorie requirements are easily calculated using
your RBW and the formula below:
1. RBW x 10 = __________ = basal body requirements (the amount of energy your body needs to
function for one 24 hour period)
2. PLUS your RBW multiplied by:
Activity Level
if Sedentary
RBW x 3
if Moderate
RBW x 5
if Heavy
RBW x 10
3. EQUALS daily Calorie requirements to maintain
RBW
Note Sedentary - little or no daily physical activity or
exercise; Moderate - exercise moderately at least 3-5
times a week; Heavy - strenuous exercise or training
daily. Most Americans fall into the sedentary category.

Y

ou can properly fuel yourself during a shoot with
adequate planning. Never skip meals, schedule meals
into your daily routine. Eat well balanced meals following the 60/15/25 guidelines. Keep yourself hydrated.
Pack portable snacks and a healthy lunch. For more complete information, consult a registered dietitian. Follow
these guidelines for a successful and healthy shoot.
The sources for this article include:
Nutrition Handbook for Nursing Practice, Susan J.
Dudek; J.B. Lipincott Company
Eating Before Competing, Nancy Clark, MS, RD; The
Physician and Sports Medicine - Vol. 26, No. 9,
September 1998
Athletes Fuel Up for Fitness and Weight Management;
American Dietetic Association Information Circular;
www.eatright.org
ACE Personal Trainer Manual, American Council on
Exercise Pub.

Continued on the Next Page
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Example 119 pounds x 10 Calories = 1190
Calories plus 119 pounds x 5 Calories = 595
equals
1785 Calories a day
Maintaining Body Weight
One pound of fat makes 3,500 Calories available.
Eating 500 extra Calories a day for seven days
will result in a one pound weight gain. In our
above example, if our woman ate 2285 Calories a
day without changing her activity level, she
would gain one pound of body fat in one week.
Conversely, if our woman cut out 250 Calories a
day from her diet (so her input was 1535
Calories a day) and increased her activity level to
burn an extra 250 Calories a day, she would lose
one pound of body fat per week.
Sidebar Two
Breakdown of Daily Calorie Allotment
The American Council on Fitness recommends a
breakdown of 60 percent carbohydrates, 15 percent protein, and 25 percent fat. To calculate the
amount of each in your daily diet, use the following calculations:
Carbohydrates
Daily Calorie Intake multiplied by 0.60
= Daily Carb Intake in Calories
Daily Carb Intake in Calories divided by 4
= Daily Carb intake in grams
Protein
Daily Calorie Intake multiplied by 0.15
= Daily Protein Intake in Calories
Daily Protein Intake in Calories divided by 4
= Daily Protein Intake in grams
Fat
Daily Calorie Intake multiplied by 0.25
= Daily Fat Intake in Calories
Daily Fat Intake in Calories divided by 9
= Daily Fat Intake in grams
Example
Carbs - 1785 x 0.60 = 1071 Calories
1071 Carb Calories / 4 = 267.75 or 268 grams
Protein - 1785 x 0.15 = 267.75 Calories
267.75 Protein Calories/ 4 = 66.93 or 67 grams
Fat - 1785 x 0.25 = 446.25Calories
446.25 Fat Calories / 9 = 49.58 or 50 grams

“Many shoots have a
limited supply of food
or a poor choice of
foods on site. ”
Annette M. Musta is a regular columnist of This magazine. See her article on cardiovascular fitness for the
busy archer on page 10.
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Lisa Franseen, Ph. D.

Target Panic!!!
Target Panic \’tär-git ‘pan-nik\ : A target that sees
an arrow coming straight for its center, fears the
pain of impact, and panics by jumping, usually an
average of six to eight inches, to the left or right.

Mental Skills

A

n article on target panic may as well start off
humorously because this “syndrome” is usually a very serious matter to those experiencing it.
(One way to eliminate target panic, by the way, is
to lighten up about archery and to laugh at yourself and the situation.)
Let’s start by clearing up a few things: The
target itself is not panicking; the archer is. Also,
the target is not making you panic, your mind is.
For several reasons your mind is trying to take
control away from your body’s ability to shoot. It
cannot control the shot, however, and you freeze
up, unable to release the arrow or release uncontrollably.
If it were up to me, I would abolish the use
of ‘target panic’ as a label. The phrase is associated with so many negative implications that simply labeling oneself as having target panic has the
power to keep it going. You may recall from a
number of my previous articles how I spoken
about the power of our thoughts? If an archer is
walking around telling himself “Oh no, I have
target panic. I have target panic,” then he will
have target panic! Even if he isn’t saying it to himself, but he believes it,
then he will have it.
Coaches,
beware!
Show caution in
telling your students
they have target
panic. Take a more
positive approach and
help them to focus on

what they need to correct the problem.
When others hear of an archer having target
panic, a shooter or parent or coach, they can also
reinforce and further ingrain that behavior just by
their reactions. They panic as much as the archer
who’s having trouble releasing! “Oh, no!’ they
exclaim, as though the archer has been diagnosed
with some deadly disease.
It is worth mentioning one more danger in
labeling someone with ‘target panic.’ The label
focuses the archer (and coach) on the effect and
not on the cause of the problem. There are many
reasons that can account for release difficulties
and it is worth a coach’s effort to explore those.
Some believe that even eye dominance can cause
release troubles. If an archer is shooting on the
wrong side and not able to release, she or he may
need to switch sides. Yes, it’s like starting over,
relearning, but in the end performance will be
much higher.

W

hy does target panic typically start?
Triggers are:
• Trying too hard to aim.
• Caring too much about shooting a perfect shot.
• Being overly focused on outcome, i.e. where
the arrow hits the target, rather than focused on
form and execution.
Once performance drops, the mind tries even
harder to control the
shot. You can see the
vicious cycle that
starts. It is the ultimate example of not
trusting your body to
do what it’s been
trained
to
do.
Remember,
your

“Target panic won’t necessarily stop you from being a great
shooter, but it will keep you
from reaching your own
potential.”
a r c h e r y
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“Nothing disrupts
the shot better than
aiming.”
Lloyd Brown

mind cannot shoot an arrow;. it can
only think about shooting an arrow.
Any thinking usually interferes with
doing.
I spoke with Lloyd Brown, the 1996 and 2000 U.S.
Olympic coach, about target panic. In his experience,
much of what is called target panic has to do with trying
to over control the aiming process. He says, “Nothing
disrupts the shot better than aiming.” Archers often have
trouble when they try to hold their sight picture perfectly still before they release the arrow. It’s physically impossible to hold the sight picture (aperture on target) perfectly still; the sight will always “float.” If an archer is
waiting for stillness, she’ll never release.
Archers who release only when the target is in the
middle of the sight will also have performance difficulties. Because the sight floats, a sight picture with the target in the center of the sight is only on its way off of the
center. A target out of the center is thus moving toward
the center. Lloyd suggests, as do I, focusing on form, execution, rhythm, and timing. Some archers, to discourage
themselves from over-aiming, have had success when
they switch to a large, open aperture that has no pin, as
opposed to a standard one with a pin.

and set a goal of only shooting those
averages, not the averages you used
to shoot. This will help take some of

the pressure off.
• Visualize yourself shooting at a target face feeling calm
and confident with literally nothing on your mind.
Visualize the timing, the rhythm, and the execution of
your shot.
• To take visualization further, use what psychologists
call systematic desensitization. It’s a process of visualizing yourself in a range of different shooting situations
while staying totally relaxed and confident, starting
with easy scenarios like shooting at a blank bale up
close to more difficult situations like shooting at a target face at 70 meters.
You’ll need to be quite practiced at relaxation
and abdominal breathing. Following is a simple sequence
of scenarios to visualize, from easy to more difficult
(yours may and can differ). Start by visualizing Step a
(below). Don’t proceed to Step b until you can visualize
Step a in a completely relaxed state, and so forth: your
last successful shooting without target panic
a) a blank bale with your eyes closed
b) a blank bale with eyes open
c) gradually increase the distance of the blank bale
d) the back of a target face
e) the front of a target face at 10 meters
f ) gradually increase the distance of the target face

Some Suggestions
• You must know and believe, no matter what, that
physically you still have the ability to shoot the bow
and release the arrow as successfully as you once did.
You must never lose faith in that fact.
• Begin to observe yourself carefully. Become your own
sport psychologist. Compare your frame of mind when
shooting on a blank bale versus shooting at a target
face. How do your
thoughts and self-talk
change? What are you
focused on? How are your
expectations different? Are
you more nervous on the target face? Is aiming distracting you? Become very familiar with your state
when shooting at a blank bale and allow the same state
to emerge when shooting at a target face. Rather than
focus on score or where the arrow hits, focus intensely
on something else, such as your breathing, or the
weight on your feet.
• Don’t aim! Focus instead on form, execution, rhythm,
and the enjoyment of the sport.
• Don’t score your arrows until you can easily and comfortably release the arrow. Also, once you begin to
score again, figure out what your current averages are

A Word of Caution...
Target panic can firmly set roots if you don’t address it
and deal with it. If you don’t rid yourself of the target
panic, you will compensate for it. I’m sure you’ve seen
shooters in competition who
wait until the last fifteen or
twenty seconds to shoot their
arrow. These individuals will
tell you that waiting until the
last possible moment overpowers the target panic by
forcing the release. In their minds they know they only
have enough time to pull up, aim, and release. There is
no time for consideration or “panic.”
Why is this so bad, you ask? On one hand, it’s not, I
suppose. In those last fifteen or twenty seconds focus is
at an optimum, making a strong shot possible. The
downside, however, is that many mistakes can be made
in fifteen seconds and there is no time left for correction.
There are times when an archer should let down. Windy
conditions can also challenge the shooter that waits to

“Your mind is trying to take
control away from your body’s
ability to shoot.”

Continued on Page 39
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Mark Lonsdale

Recurve Tech 300

Getting Being Sponsored
Later in life as a fully sponsored practical pistol
shooter, I had considerable empathy for the other
shooters who did not have the benefit of corporate
sponsorship. The cost of shooting fifty to one hundred thousand rounds a year in practice (cost,
approximately $10,000) would break the bank for
most shooters. Add to that five or six major matches within the United States, the European championships in France, and the World Shoot in places
like South Africa, and the travel costs could be
upwards of another ten thousand dollars per year.
This does not even take into account time away
from work and lost earnings. Gold medals alone do
not pay the bills.
To work eight or ten hours a day and still
have the energy and enthusiasm for concentrated
training can become a major burden for a serious
competitor. However, the removal of the “amateur status” clause in the Olympic rules has created a mutually beneficial relationship between
manufacturers and athletes. The athletes get
much-needed financial support for their blood,
sweat, and tears, while the manufacturers get
product placement and endorsements to help
market their wares.
For sponsored athletes, the trivialities of life
are removed and they are able to better concentrate on their chosen sport,
but only as long as they
return good value for that
sponsorship – and it is not
just about winning. Have
you watched downhill ski racing on TV and
noticed what happens when a skier completes a
run? As the run times are being calculated and
news cameras zoom in to catch the moment of
joy or tears, the skier will quickly kick out of his
or her skis and pick them up so that the company logo can be clearly seen on camera. It is this
international advertising and product placement
that the sponsor is looking for, and may even
grant bonuses to their athletes of up to $10,000
every time they get the company name or logo

on national television or into major print media.
The same can be seen in auto racing. As soon
as the driver removes his helmet, he will immediately replace it with a ball cap sporting his
sponsor’s name or logo. This is exactly what
sponsors are paying for when they back a driver,
team, or athlete.
So, in a time of wide ranging media coverage, sponsorship is an important part of modern
sports, more so for some sports than others. Keep
in mind that a target archer, even of Olympic
caliber, will never pull down the money being
made by a top basketball player or track star.
Understanding that, let’s get back to the subject
at hand – archery sponsorship.

Y

ou have spent a few years practicing and even
won a few local tournaments. You are now
wondering how this whole sponsorship thing
works. You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
figure out that being paid for what you like to do
is a pretty good deal. So your first inclination is
to call up companies such as Hoyt, Easton, PSE,
Sure-loc, Cavalier, or Doinker and offer to shoot
their products if they will just send you a free
bow, arrows, and accessories. Well, join the hundreds of other archers who do the same thing
each year – you have just
made your first mistake.
These companies are
inundated each year with
phone calls, letters, faxes,
and e-mails from individuals wanting something
for nothing – so many in fact that they have
unfortunately muddied the water for those who
genuinely deserve the help and sponsorship. The
same is true with less reputable writers for outdoors magazines who are constantly trying to get
manufacturers to give them free product in
return for an article, but then fail to come
through with either the ink or the pictures. Add
to this list every school, camp, and youth group
looking for free gear and you begin to appreciate

“It’s not just about
winning”
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“Companies are inundated
with phone calls, letters,
faxes, and e-mails from
individuals wanting something for nothing.”

turers, for example: sights, stabilizers, bow, arrows, etc, then you
may be able to get them to share
the costs. This can add up to full
coverage but don’t get greedy
and try to get two companies to pay the same expenses.
• Free Equipment and All Travel Expense Support This is
as far as most smaller companies are willing to go with
sponsorship for young athletes and it may require more
than just shooting. The company may also require that
you work their display booth, attend trade shows, meet
customers, sign posters, answer questions, and take a
more active role in their marketing. If you are an
exceptional shooter then they may even develop a signature line of products with your name which positions you to negotiate for even more financial assistance.
• All Travel and Training Expenses Paid Once a company
or organization is actually paying you to train, then life
becomes sweet, but your level of performance needs to
be consistently higher. Hopefully you will have
matured enough to handle the additional pressure that
this brings, and you will only enjoy those perks as long
as the bean counters can quantify your benefit to the
program through increased sales or positive media
exposure.
• Fully Sponsored and Paid Professional Athlete You have
reached the big time, don’t need to work and are actually being paid to do what you love doing, but this also
comes at a price. It may also include advertising campaigns, posters, merchandizing, speaking engagements
and even a real job with the company in marketing,
product test and evaluation or sports program development.

the manufacturer’s (and your)
problem.
The ideal entry into the
world of sponsorship is when a
manufacturer or distributor
approaches you at a tournament and asks if you would
like to shoot their products. In return they will outfit you
with one or two sets of equipment. In this situation they
have obviously seen some potential in you as a competitor, and some value for them as a marketing tool – and
don’t be fooled on this point. You may be a nice guy or
gal but in most cases, sponsorship is a very effective marketing strategy and for the astute business executive, you
are the instrument of that strategy. There is an unwritten
(and sometimes written) agreement that you will represent their company, through the use of their product, in
a very positive manner.
Another method of obtaining sponsorship is to qualify for a world or Olympic team that already has a sponsorship deal in place with companies such as Easton,
Nike or Adidas. You will then be outfitted with their
products and travel expenses may be covered through
funding to the governing association. However, even
though you may be ostensibly representing the United
States, you are still wearing that company’s clothing and
using their equipment so are expected to do this in a professional manner.

B

efore we get deeper into the responsibility that goes
along with sponsorship, lets look first at the different
levels of corporate sponsorship and then at what it takes
to earn that sponsorship. Somewhere between having to
pay all your own training and travel expenses and being
a highly paid professional athlete, there are numerous
levels of sports sponsorship that could benefit target
archers. These include:
• A Pro-deal or Discounted Rate on Equipment At the
early stages of your competition career, this may be all
you can expect, but it can still be a good deal. This also
applies to archery coaches and schools who are out in
the community influencing new shooters and in effect
promoting a manufacturer’s products.
• Free Equipment for Use in Training and Competition
This is the first step in becoming a team shooter, but
you had better be shooting competitive scores at a
national level. However, once you have all the equipment you need, you still have travel and training
expenses to consider.
• Free Equipment and Some Travel Expense Support This
is the next level you may be able to negotiate, and if
you are using products from several different manufac-

S

o who decides which athletes qualify? What do you
have to do to be in the running for that sponsorship?
Competitive scores and consistent wins, although both
significant factors to a potential sponsor, are not always
the most important criteria for selection. A corporate
marketing executive may be evaluating athletes on several levels, but most importantly as being suitable representatives of their company image.
I recall one shooter, who periodically bested me in
competition, asking how it was that I always had several
sponsors while he had trouble getting even one. I just
smiled and said that I didn’t know, while in fact I did
know the answer to his dilemma. He was loud, boastful,
a poor sportsman, and had sold products given to him by
manufacturers without shooting them in competition.
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Education & Speech You don’t
have to be able to recite
Shakespeare, but you should at
least be articulate and a suitable
spokesperson for the company in
interviews and at industry trade
shows. News crews are very quick
to move onto the next shooter
when an interview is not going
well because the subject is too
reserved or inarticulate. If a spectator or reporter asks you what
bow and arrows you use, you
should be able to expound on the
virtues of both these products to
the endless joy of your sponsors.
Conversely, coming off the line
after a bad round and blaming
your equipment will not endear
you to that manufacturer.
Marketability Depending on
the target demographic, youth
market or older, the sponsor will be looking at all the
above plus age and background for suitability as a role
model in their future ad campaigns. Marketability of
younger shooters in particular can range from the more
edgy look, targeting urban markets, to the “girl next
door” look for the “All-American” and mid-western markets.

They in turn had
warned fellow manufacturers to go with
other shooters who
would be better ambassadors in the shooting world.
So, assuming you are a halfway
descent archer and shooting good
scores, the other factors that will make
you suitable or attractive for sponsorship could
include the following:
Appearance Your dress should be appropriate for the
season, match format and be both clean and tidy.
Sponsors will be looking to see if you are well groomed
and photogenic, and if you are suitable for future posters
and catalogs. This does not mean you have to be ultra
conservative, but at least be reasonable in your application of modern fashion trends in a sport that has some
traditions in this area.
Personality Since you will be representing your sponsor in some small way, you should be polite, friendly, and
professional. Quiet and reserved is preferable to loud and
arrogant. You should also have no criminal tendencies or
a past history of things such as drug abuse or racial intolerance that could embarrass the company on down the
road.
Behavior Professional behavior is essential, particularly under match pressures. No one likes to see unsportsmanlike behavior, so avoid McEnroe type tantrums or
shouting matches with the referees and judges. You
should always congratulate a competitor, even when you
lose. The news media cameras feed on bad behavior and
sponsors remember these things.

N

ow, how to get that sponsorship if you are not one
of the fortunate few who have already been recruited—the first and obvious step is to win the nationals or
qualify for an international team. This will immediately
bring you to the attention of the marketing departments
and sponsored teams of the top manufacturers. But barring that, it would help if you already shoot the products
of the companies that you plan to approach for sponsorship. If you can send them photos and magazine articles
that show you shooting their products and wearing their
ball caps, then they will know that you are already out in
the public eye – and loyalty to a good product counts for
something. If however you are going after one company’s
sponsorship, it is not going to help your cause if you were
just seen in an archery magazine using their competitor’s
products or wearing their clothing.
The next thing is to become more camera-aware.
Just as a model or actress always knows where the camera
is and which are her best angles, an archer should be able
to anticipate a good photo. If you are being interviewed
for a television segment or posing for a news photographer, be sure to wear a shirt or hat of your sponsor (or
potential sponsor) and turn your bow so that the company name can be read on the limbs. This is just very subtle and very smart self-promotion – and an important
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part of playing the sponsorship game. Another recommendation is to educate yourself about the company’s
product line. You should be familiar with the specs and
applications of their products and be able to intelligently
discuss the merits of their products with fellow archers.
But . . . when you see a company owner, manager,
marketing VP or sales rep at a tournament, be sure to
stop by and introduce yourself, do not ask for free gear
right there. These people get so sick of shooters bugging
them for free equipment at tournaments. These types of
requests should be handled more professionally and
through their place of business.
Okay, so now you are ready to approach a company
for sponsorship. To stand out from the crowd you will
need to put together a professional looking portfolio that
is equally reflective of your professionalism. This should
include a complete competition resume highlighting any
significant achievements along with a personal bio covering your education, experiences, other sports achievements, work with youth groups and general contribution
to society. These should be typed and formatted so that
they give a professional and positive first impression.
Your portfolio should also include photos of yourself
and not just a few blurry snap-shots with your dog Shep.
They say, “a picture is worth a thousand words” so these
photos will speak volumes about you. They should therefore include a professional headshot, or at least one of
very high quality, along with photos of you competing or
training. Obviously, if you can get the company’s product into these photos it will add weight to your proposal.
Now to avoid having your package lost or mis-filed,
call the company first and get the actual name of the
individual you should be sending it to. With smaller
companies this will be the owner or his assistant, but
with larger companies it will be someone in their marketing division. Individual and team sponsorship, as with
promotional gear, will often come out of their marketing
budget.
Do not limit your search for sponsorship to just
companies within the archery industry. You should also
consider clothing manufacturers, local sporting goods
stores, luggage manufacturers, travel agencies, airlines,
local social groups, lodges and philanthropists, college
athletic departments, and even car dealers. However, you
will have to be up-front with them as to how much
advertising you can actually wear on your shirt or ball
cap. Some sports associations and tournaments limit the
amount of unofficial sponsorship that can be worn or
displayed. This however does not stop the sponsor from
displaying your picture and achievements at their place
of business or in their promotional materials.

S

o if you are on track for the Olympics in 2004, really
think you are deserving of sponsorship, and are willing to promote your sponsor’s product or services, then
put your best foot forward in the form of a professional
looking package and go after it. If however you are just
looking for free gear, then stay out of the arena and stop
tying up resources that should be going to more deserving athletes.

Mark Lonsdale is a professional
training consultant for law enforcement and military special operations teams. He is also a former judo
and shooting champion and contributing writer to several publications. He is currently involved in a
study of the cross training values of
archery.

Continued from Page 35

shoot. They may be releasing their arrow in the midst of
the strongest gust of wind because they have no time to
wait for a calmer period.
My recommendation? Don’t let target panic continue
and don’t shoot in competition until you’re back to
shooting confidently and relaxed. Once target panic has
set roots and you are compensating for it in competition,
it is very difficult to stop. I have worked with archers
who have had target panic for years. Some are Elite
shooters! This means target panic won’t necessarily stop
you from being a great shooter, but it will keep you from
reaching your own potential. Target panic acts as a “glass
ceiling” that keeps you from improving. It’s also like a
ball and chain, a bad taste in your mouth, or a sore spot
that keeps you from enjoying the sport as much as you
could otherwise. Unfortunately, too many archers stop
shooting altogether due to an inability to release the
arrow well. Push through and refuse to let it get the best
of you! Go back to having fun!
Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and
sport psychologist in Denver, Colorado
and works with athletes throughout
the U.S. She first began working with
archery in 1994 while at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs.
From there, she has continued to help
archers of all levels improve their performance through mental skills training, including elite archers at USAT
training camps, international competitions, and the Olympic Games. Lisa
also teaches sport psychology for the
NAA Level 3 and 4 Archery Coaching
Certification Courses.
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Jessica Carleton

When the Pressure’s On
— How to Deal with It No Matter Your Position

Many athletes have different phases in their careers. Terms such as underdog,
prima dona, media darling, and such are often heard in the sports world,
even archery. No matter if you’re in the spotlight, one step out of it, or if
you’ve never even seen it, preparation, confidence, enjoyment, and following
a routine are things that can help you in dealing with pressure.

O

Recurve

ne of the best ways to ease the pressure on yourself is to come prepared. All the usual areas of equipment and tournament gear
should be adequately covered. Do you have a backup bow (or limbs and
parts)? Do you have all of the tools you might need to make emergency
repairs? Do you have backup tabs, armguards, etc. should these break?
Knowing everything you need is available will help you relax.
You need also be mentally prepared. Spend some time before the
tournament imagining situations that could occur. These could include
your expectations of your standing. Be prepared for your own personal
reactions or those of people with you to your performance and placement. There is a lot riding upon your perceptions or expectations of
what will happen. If you expect to do very well and you don’t at first,
how you react to that fact can affect how you continue to shoot. If you
have envisioned sunny weather and it starts to rain at the beginning of
the competition, are you prepared? How will you react? Thinking about
this ahead of time will make things easier if and when the time comes.

P

repare for pressure by practicing different conditions at home. While
you can never exactly duplicate competition, you can get almost similar reactions by putting conditions on the practice. Do an Olympic
Round, bet with your shooting partners or coach; the loser fetches

“If you expect to do very well and you don’t at
first, how you react to that fact can affect how
you continue to shoot.”
arrows or buys a pop, etc. At the ARCO Center they play really loud
music during practice to simulate crowd noise. (You may want to check
with your neighbors before trying this one.)
Enjoyment is a large factor of any archery competition, and of dealing with pressure. Almost everyone, no matter their shooting level has
experienced the nervousness and feelings that come with pressure.
Everyone reacts differently to these feelings. The best way to deal with it
a r c h e r y
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“Writing down goals and expectations in your log can help you
clarify and focus on what you’re
working on that day.”
is to learn to enjoy the pressure. Do not be afraid of getting nervous; learn to accept it, to expect it, and to revel
in it. I have found that I experience my best scores under
extreme pressure; many others do, too. Learning that
pressure can push you to new heights may make it easier
to accept. Finally, learning to enjoy competition as a part
of archery is a fundamental reason why we participate in
this sport. If you don’t enjoy the competition, you have
to seriously ask yourself why you compete. Take the
opportunity before each shoot to remind yourself of the
fun you had the last time.
Confidence in yourself and your equipment is
another way of reducing the effects of pressure. Believe in
yourself and you can do anything; it’s more than just a
slogan! If you believe you are capable, the pressure will
not be as extreme, and dealing with it will be more of a
sideline issue.
Following a routine is yet another way of reducing
pressure. Start a program that you follow at every tournament, including all steps, no matter how small or big.
Some examples/suggestions are: doing similar warm-up
stretches, writing in a journal or training/tournament
log, eating the same pre-event breakfast. Taking notes on
tournament conditions, weather, and the round can be
helpful when you shoot that same venue later on.
Writing down goals and expectations in your log can
help you clarify and focus on what you’re working on
that day. Taking deep breaths during stretching can be
very relaxing. Many archers listen to music, even to one
particular song. Experiment and find a routine that you
are comfortable with; then follow it at every event. This
provides continuity and similarity, even though you may
be in a different location, a different situation, or a different sized event. What you are doing is the same, from
your preparation to your performance.

Retraction
BCY, Inc. apologizes to Brownell &
Company for publishing inaccurate statements in its advertisements regarding the
breaking strength of Dyna-FLIGHT 97
bowstring and its claims that DynaFLIGHT 97 is 50% stronger than
Brownell’s Fast Flight® bowstring. In fact,
a bowstring composed of Fast Flight®
bowstring material has comparable breaking strength to a bowstring composed of
DynaFLIGHT 97 bowstring material.
BCY also apologizes to Brownell for
discussing with people in the industry the
possible acquisition of Brownell. Our
understanding is that Brownell is alive and
well.
Accordingly, BCY now retracts any
former misrepresentations concerning
DynaFLIGHT 97 in its sales and advertising materials.

M

any of these—confidence, routine, enjoyment, and
preparation can help you deal with pressure no
matter your position.
Jessica Carleton (You may know her as Jessica Carlson. She just
got married.) at just 23 years old has been Collegiate National
Champion, won a silver medal at the 1994 World Junior
Championships, plus was the 1999 US Indoor Champion (Senior)
setting a national record, was the first alternate on the 2000 U.S.
Women’s Olympic Team (as she was in 1996), and also has the time
to serve as an active athlete’s representative on the NAA Board of
Governors. She also … somehow … finds the time to write for us.
a r c h e r y
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Dan Quillian

Wooden Arrows–

Bare Shaft Testing

Traditional Archery

Warning—Do Not Attempt This Until You Have Perfected Your Technique!
For an arrow to come out of a bow straight, it must
go through the normal oscillations of the archer’s
paradox. If this is difficult to understand that is why
it is called a paradox. I explained this with illustrations in my article in the previous issue of This
Magazine. The purpose of shooting a bare
(unfletched) shaft is to achieve, as nearly as possible,
a perfect arrow – bow match. This match resulting from shooting an unfletched arrow will close
your groups, make you a better shot, give you better
penetration on game, make your broadheads fly like
field points (I never saw a broadhead that would
wind-plane if everything else was correct), require
less feather area for accuracy, teach you about tuning your bow, and demonstrate to you that shooting
arrows that are not matched to spine will not give
you the accuracy you are capable of achieving.

O

n the down side I have seen quite a number
of archers, over the years, become so frustrated they gave up archery because they could
not get a bare shaft (wood, aluminum, or otherwise) to fly straight out of their bows. For consistent bare shaft flight, you must have good technique.
• If you torque the bow, it won’t work.
• If the fistmele is incorrect, it won’t work. (If
you don’t know the correct fistmele for your
bow, contact the manufacturer. Be aware that
he may not know either.) Your fistmele varies
with the string material and bow design.
• If you do not have a consistent draw length, it
won’t work. If you do not pull to your full draw
consistent with good archery technique, you’ll
end up shooting an underspined arrow because
you are not getting the power out of your bow.
Over the years, regardless of arrow material,
I have worked with hundreds of archers to
achieve perfect arrow matching, In every case,
where perfect arrow flight was achieved, the
archer became a better shot.
a r c h e r y
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What You Need to Test With Bare Shafts
Now, let’s get down to how to do it. Before you
start this program you will need a good wooden
arrow spine tester that will measure deflection in
thousands of an inch (rather than bow weight) . .
. and a good archery friend to check you for bow
torque, draw length, and other minor errors. You
need to get a target butt of soft urethane foam.
The reason for this is that with a hard butt if an
arrow hits it crooked, the arrow shaft will bend,
or possibly break. Any time the arrow hits the
butt other than near straight, even if the butt is
urethane, you need to check to see if the shaft has
been bent. If the shaft is crooked, straighten it
before shooting it again. When a wooden arrow
shaft is bent, you must immediately check it carefully for cracks. A cracked arrow is dangerous to
shoot. This can easily be done by holding the
arrow by the point end and tapping it across your
other hand. If the arrow is cracked, you will be
able to feel it.
Buying the correct set of arrows to start with
can save you a lot of time and money. Once you
know the correct deflection, you should be able
to buy or make set after set that will match your
bow, if your arrow maker is competent. The standard old spine chart, which dates from the 1930s,
will work fine for most self bows but, if you own
a bow of a laminated material, or shoot with a
light Fast Flight string, I would strongly suggest
that you use the spine chart I introduced in the
last issue (see p. 44 here, Ed.). As a starting point
to select shafts for bare shaft tuning, ask your
arrow maker if your wooden arrow shafts are
hand-spined with proper grain alignment and
nock alignment to the wood grain. I know of no
electronic system that does this and it is important.
To use the chart correctly, you need your correct arrow length, which is measured to the back
of the bow; overhang does not count. A large per-

f o c u s

• If the nock end of the shot bare shaft is down,
centage of archers do not pull what they
you will need to raise your nocking point,
think they do and if you don’t check this, you
just a little bit at a time.
will not get good arrow flight. Here’s how.
• If the nock end of the arrow is to the right,
While you are shooting and not conscious of
the arrow is too stiff or there is bow torque.
your draw length (warmed up!), get a buddy
• If the nock end of the arrow is to the left, the
to watch and see how much arrow over-hang
arrow is too weak in spine or the bow has
you have and figure your arrow length from
been cut too close to center to shoot the
the back of your bow. (The back of the bow
diameter shaft you are shooting. No bow that
is the side away from the shooter.) This is a
is shot with the fingers with a Mediterranean
good time to correct the form flaw of understyle release should be cut closer than 1⁄8th of
drawing. It has been my experience that
many archers make the mistake of underan inch to the center line of the bow. If your
drawing to compensate for shooting underbowyer has done this, you can correct the bow
no
left right
spined arrows. Read the instructions careful- torque torque torque by building out the shelf with a piece of
ly that come with the spine chart. Easton also This drawing shows leather or other material. Olympic style
left and right bow shooters correct this with the adjustable cushhas aluminum hunting arrow spine charts. straight
torque from the coach’s
Visit your local pro shop or contact Easton at position (standing behind ion plunger, but this is not really traditional.
5040 W. Harold Center Dr., Salt Lake City, the shooter).
Right or left nocks may also be due to you
UT 84116, 801.539.1400 for a copy. Be sure to specify torquing the bow. Have a buddy stand behind you to see
you are talking about a traditional bow.
if your bowstring lines up with the centerHave your bow properly set up. To start with, nock- line of the bow when you hold it at a full
ing points should be first set at an approximate setting. draw. If it does not, you are torquing
lower
nocking point
With a properly made bow, the nocking point will have the bow, and this will affect how the
the back end of the arrow up or above a line from the arrow flies. You will have to change
arrow
arrow
too weak
too stiff
shelf and perpendicular to the string between 1⁄8th and your hand placement on the bow
7
⁄16ths of an inch. (Note: We are saying the back end of the before you can get a straight flying
raise
nocking point
arrow, not the nocking point itself ). If you nock under- shaft. Also, nocking points are affectneath the nocking point, then the width of the nock will ed by how much you heel the bow
have to be added to this figure. If your bow requires (heeling is excessive pressure from the
something beyond these values and the arrow is striking lower part of your bow hand). If you change
the bow when loosed, then there is something wrong hand positions to correct torque, you may also affect
with your bow. I have seen a number of “custom” bows your nocking point, so redo that step. One thing to
that were quite beautiful, but because the maker did not remember and this is for sure, almost anything you do to
understand how a bow works, the bows would not shoot a bow or arrow affects everything else.
accurately or shoot a bare arrow in a straight line.
realize this all gets pretty complicated, but that’s the
Shooting the Bare Shaft
way it is. Following through on this technique will
Now let’s start to shoot a bare shaft. Put a point and a make you a better archer, a more successful bow hunter
nock on a sealed wooden shaft of the correct spine. Use and, at the same time, help you understand how your
a traditional style nock (the string on a traditional bow is bow and arrows work.
not stressed nearly as high as on a compound bow and a
snap-type nock will cause distortions in arrow flight). Be
very careful that the nock is on straight and that the shaft
is straight. Start at about six yards from the target. Be Dan Quillian is a member of the
sure you get a full draw and a good release. If you screw Southeastern Outdoor Press Associaup on this, disregard the results of the shot. If you did it tion and the Outdoor Writer's
Association of America. Dan has
all right, look and see how the arrow stuck in the butt.
• If the arrow is nock high, you will need to lower your taught, or helped, thousands of bowhunters in his bow clinics, both
nocking point, as little as 1⁄64th of an inch can make a locally and nationally. He has run
difference. Be sure the back of the arrow does not strike an indoor archery range and pro
the bow shelf when it is shot. If it does strike the shelf, shop.
it will give you a false reading . In fact, if at any time
Dan has produced a video tape
in your tuning of the bow, the shaft hits the bow, you’ll on traditional archery techniques.
get a false reading.

I
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Self
Longbows

Reflex/Deflex
Wide Limbed
Long Bows

Important—See Notes!
NarrowLimb Laminated
Longbows

Recurve
Bows

New Spine/Deflection Chart for 28” Wood Arrows
Bow Draw Wt.

Pounds
Spine class
Spine class
Spine class
Spine class
25-29
25-29/.730
35-39/.620
45-49/.520
50-54/.480
30-34
30-34/.670
40-44/.570
50-54/.480
55-59/.440
35-39
35-39/.620
45-49/.520
55-59/.440
60-64/.405
40-44
40-44/.570
50-54/.480
60-64/.405
65-69/.375
45-49
45-49/.520
55-59/.440
65-69/.375
70-74/.350
50-54
50-54/.480
60-64/.405
70-74/.350
75-79/.330
55-59
55-59/.440
65-69/.375
75-79/.330
80-84/.310
60-64
60-64/.405
70-74/.350
80-84/.310
85-89/.290
65-69
65-69/.375
75-79/.330
85-89/.290
90-94/.275
70-74
70-74/.350
80-84/.310
90-94/.775
95-99/.260
75-79
75-79/.330
85-89/.290
95-99/.260
100-104/.245
80-84
80-84/.310
90-94/.275
100-104/.245
105-109/.230
85-89
85-89/.290
95-99/.260
105-109/.230
110-114/.215
90-94
90-94/.275
100-104/.245
110-114/.215
115-119/.200
95-99
95-99/.260
105-109/.230
115-119/.200
120-124/.190
Notes
1. Determine bow draw weight at archer’s draw length.
2. For arrows longer than 28˝ measured from back of point to inside nock, add 5 lb. to actual draw weight for
each inch over 28˝.
3. For thin Fast-flite strings (12 strands or less) or similar, add 5 lb. to draw weight.
4. For heavy rubber string silencers or bow quiver, subtract 5 lb. from draw weight.
5. Deflections listed are in thousandths of an inch and refer to the high end of the corresponding pound range listed.
Deflection rounded to nearest .005˝.
6. This chart is based on averages. Shooters’ styles and certain bows may vary from the chart. It is intended as
a good starting point.
7. This chart will work best with lighter weight arrow woods. Heavier woods may require slightly stiffer spine as determined
with unfletched shafts.
Courtesy of Dan Quillian and Don Stokes

Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
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“The

Mathews

... it’s short and sweet”

At approximately 31 inches (axle-to-axle),
and with Harmonic Damping, the new
Mathews SQ2 is short and sweet!

short

W

hen it comes to bows, short
is a good thing. A short
bow is maneuverable
in tight quarters, perfect
when you’re working to
get a shot from a tree
stand, busting brush
or climbing a mountain.
Ask anyone who has shot
an SQ2 – they will tell you
it’s incredible!

sweet

Elastic bushings - house
Harmonic Dampers which
absorb excess recoil
vibration
Harmonic Dampers removable and
interchangeable

Mathews Competition grip
is sculpted from a solid
piece of fine black
walnut

Ball-bearing
Idler Wheel

StraightLine MaxCam2™ designed for optimal performance

Speed
without
the KICK!

Premium Bowstring

Revolutionary Harmonic Damping technology from Mathews helps two ways:

1. Cancels vibration

2. Reduces torque

When you fire a Mathews SQ2 with its Harmonic
Damping System,TM recoil vibration encounters the
Harmonic Dampers that float
in elastic bushings on either
end of the riser. This creates
“weight in motion” that is
out-of-phase with the
recoil vibration,
effectively cancelling
or absorbing the
vibration.

Locating the Harmonic Dampers (weights)
Weights added to either end of the
on either end of the riser effectively reduces torque
riser increase the bow’s moment of
inertia. Call it the “barbell effect.”
Think of a barbell with the weights
at the center of the bar. Holding the
barbell near the middle, you can
readily “whip” the ends of the bar
With weight to the inside, the bar is easy to move
side-to-side. With the weights at the
end, it would be much more difficult
to “whip” the bar. The same is true
of the bow’s riser. With weight
(especially the brass dampers)
added on either end, it becomes
With weight to the outside, the bar is difficult to move
much more difficult to manipulate
or torque the riser. Which means you’ll shoot
more accurately because the bow is more forgiving.

The Barbell Effect–

The
Mathews SQ2
See your Mathews retailer
and shoot one!

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367, Sparta, Wisconsin 54656

(608) 269-2728

www.mathewsinc.com

